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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
● W
 rite down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
● Complete your personal information
● S
 ign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
• by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com
• by post: David Feldman SA, P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva, Switzerland
Please note that written bids close one day before the auction
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to
written confirmation by post.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges.
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.
Online Bidding
Participate in any David Feldman auction from the comfort of
your home, office, or while travelling.
New Clients
If you are a new client, please follow these steps to save your
pre-auction bids and/or create a live bidding account.

● S
 elect "My Account" on davidfeldman.com and follow the
steps to create your personal account
● During the account creation process you will be sent a
request to complete a new client registration form, where
you will be asked to confirm your contact details and
provide credit references and proof of identity.
Pre-Auction Bidding
Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to
enter any bids in advance of the auction via our web site.
● Log-in to your account
● Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
● Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
● Click the "Bid" button
● Repeat for each desired lot
● Monitor your bids to see if you have been outbid
Live Auction Bidding
You may also bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet and
our mobile applications. Follow your targeted lots on screen
and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding
as if you were in the auction room itself.
● Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page or via
our mobile applications
● Log-in to the auction
● Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register your
bid with the auction
● Defend your bid(s) as needed
Reminder. These are the instructions for existing clients
who have already made auction bids with us using existing
credentials. If you are a new client, or an existing client who
has not bid via the internet before, please ensure that you
create your account at least 48 hours before the auction
and ensure that provide us with the information requested
during this process without delay. New client registrations will
not be accepted on the day of an auction.

Download the David Feldman
Auctions app on your mobile
device to view our catalogues
and participate in the live auction.
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GB. 1d Black pl.2, spectacular
block of four; ex “Mayflower”.

Greece. 1896 Original 20l artist’s
handpainted essay; ex Dr. Caruso.

Puerto Príncipe. One of two covers recorded
with 10c on 1c; ex Dr. Kouri.

1812. One of just two letters recorded from Moscow
sent by an Italian soldier in the “Grand Armée”.

1900. Boxer War, unique usage of an Italian value accepted
by the German P.O. in China to forward Italian military mail.
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Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

museumofphilately.com
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Accepted credit cards

For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000
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● MasterCard
● American Express (charges made in CHF only)
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Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-two titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
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collecting any of the
subjects comprised
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Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva
From 9am to 7pm daily.
Viewing of lots on weekends
or evenings can be arranged.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Contact us today to make
an appointment to view the lots

Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

It gives us great pleasure to present to you this specialised catalogue of Olympic
Games and Football with 572 lots of philately and memorabilia.
The auction features many important items of Olympic philately, especially from the
1896 Athens, 1906 Athens and 1924 Paris Summer Games. This is an opportunity not
to be missed for specialists to add these items to their collections with many of these
showpieces not appearing on the market in at least a generation.
The highlight of the auction is the 1924 Chamonix gold winner's medal once belonging
to Alfred Schläppi, a member of the Swiss 4-man bobsleigh team, along with his diploma,
ID card and other ephemera. It really is a very rare opportunity to offer such an item with
its provenance, with many of the 33 gold medals awarded at the Games now unattributed
to their original owner or in institutional collections.
As usual the auction also features a wealth of Olympic stamp usages, varieties,
cancellations, postcards, medals, with a significant amount of literature, paper
memorabilia and ephemera all the way from books by Pierre de Coubertin, books from
the library of Baillet-Latour, all the way through to publications from 1996 Atlanta, so we
trust that collectors of all means and specialisations will be able to find something to add
to their collections.
Please feel free to contact us to ask for condition reports, extra scans or even advice
on enhancing your collection; our specialists are on hand to answer your emails and
phone calls. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.
Finally, we'd like to thank our many vendors for showing their trust in us to present
their items and collections in the best way possible. We strive to maximise the potential
of their lifetimes' work through our skills in research, lotting, describing and estimating
by producing a catalogue worthy of displaying their philatelic treasures in their best
possible light.

Geneva, May 2022				

The David Feldman team
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Olympic Games
Ancient Olympia and Pre-Olympics
30000

240 - 300

16
“La Restauration d’Olympie / L’Histoire, Les Monuments, Le Culte et les Fêtes,” book by Lalox and
Monceaux, 1889, 332x465mm, HB, 228pp, no.253 out of 500, wonderful book, fine condition for its age.

30001

100 - 150

View the images online.
“Report on the Excavations in Olympia” (translation), German text, 8 volume set, SB, the excavations
began in Autumn 1936 and went on until the Summer of 62, two with pen on the cover, rare

30002

100 - 150

16
1875 3rd National Games. “Olympia Lottery / 3rd Period 1875” ticket, possibly to raise funds for the cost
of the Olympia, some creasing, scarce.

30003

1888 4th Olympia. “ΕΛΛΗΝΝΙΚΗ ΓΕΩΡΓΙΑ” (Greek Agriculture) by P. Genadios, three books which
include information for the 4th Greek National Olympic Games, from 1885, 1888 and 1889, including
info about the announcement, opening and results, leather bound with minor wear, very scarce.

200 - 300

30004

1888 Greece 4th National Olympic Games. Commemorative medal, 35mm, showing the entrance of
“Zappeion Megaron” between the legend “Δ’ ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑΣ” (4th OLYMPIA) and “ΕΝ ΑΘΗΝΑΙΣ 1888” (IN
ATHENS 1888), the rear with laurel wreath surrounded by “ΠΙΛΟΠΟΙΕΙΟΝ * Μ. ΚΑΤΣΙΜΠΑΛΗ *” (HAT
MAKERS * M. KATSIMPALIS) and with the word “ΕΝΘΥΜΗΣΙΣ” (SOUVENIR) in the centre, knocked at
right, scarce.

80 - 100

Pierre de Coubertin and the IOC
30005

100 - 150

View the images online.
Group of 6 books by Pierre de Coubertin, incl. 1909 “Les Batailles de l’Éducation Physique: Une
Campagne de Vingt-et-un ans (1887-1908), ex Baillet-Latour; 1914 “Notes sur la France d’aujourd’hui”
on the occasion of celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the Olympic Games at the 1914 IOC Congress
in Paris, faults with front cover loose and missing back cover; “Répertoire des Ecrits, Discours et
Conférences de Pierre de Coubertin”; 1916 “Leçons de gymnastique utilitaire”; 1919 “Les étapes de
l’astronomie, L’unité mécanique et l’unité chimique du monde, La vie des astres”; and 1933 “Anthologie”,
ex Baillet-Latour, plus bibliography of his works by the Carl Diem Institute (7).

30006

100 - 150

16
Count Henry Baillet-Latour original caricature in black ink and watercolour, signed “HED”, small tears
at top and right, attractive.

30007

50 - 70

View the images online.
Pierre de Coubertin group of 3 books incl. 1933 “Répertoire des ecrits, discours, et conférences de
Pierre de Coubertin”, pp.14; “Histoire Universelle” vol.3 by Pierre de Coubertin, subtitled “Les Celtes,
Les Germains et les Slaves”, pp157, published by the Société l’Histoire Universelle in Aix-en-Provence;
and 1932 “Les Assises de la Cité Prochaine” by Pierre de Coubertin, subtitled “Conference donnée à
Berne le 19 avril 1932”, published by the Bureau International de Pédagogie Sportive, pp.8, very fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30008

16

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1905 3 IOC Congress in Brussels: “Congrès International de Sport et d’Education physique sous
le haut patronage du S. M. Léopold II Roi des Belges”, by the International Olympic Committee with
a detailed report about the 1905 Congress, pp.253, SB with faults to spine, a very scarce book, and
“Revue Olympique” with report on the 1909 IOC Session in Berlin (foxing inside).
rd

30009

100 - 150

16
1913 5 IOC Congress in Lausanne: “Congrès International de Psychologie et Physiologie Sportives
sous le haut patronage du Conseil Fédéral de la Conféderation Helvétique” by the International Olympic
Committee with a detailed report about the 1913 Congress, pp.244, HB with leather and gilt spine,
printed by E. Tosso & Cie in Lausanne, a very scarce book.
th

30010

80 - 100

F / View the images online.
1925 Prague Congress set of five postal stationery cards with different coloured legends, all cancelledto-order with the Congress cancellation, very fine.

30011

100 - 150

F / 16
1931 IOC Session in Barcelona, two unused postcards with “Comite International Olympique” heading,
Olympic Rings and motto and “Barcelone”, one with two slightly trimmed sides and other with four
trimmed sides, rare.

30012

80 - 100

16
1931 “Bulletin Officiel du Comité International Olympique”, no.17 March 1931, in French with list of IOC
members and National Olympic Committees, programme for the 1931 IOC Session in Barcelona and
report on the 1930 Far East Games, fine and scarce.

30013

1933 “Troisième Congrès Suisse des Sports, organisé à Bale les 25 et 26 Mars 1933 sous le Haut
Patronage du CIO”, published by the Swiss Olympic Committee, pp.55, SB, very fine and scarce.

30014

View the images online.

50 - 70
100 - 150

1946 Olympic Semi-centennial Dinner hosted by the US Olympic Committee at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
NY, large photo, 55x38.5cm, showing US OC members, guests and Olympic champions sat at their
dinner tables incl. Jesse Owens, repaired tears and backed on linen, rare

30015

30015

30016

P

150 - 200

FRANCE: 1956 30F Pierre de Coubertin die proof in red-brown on sunken carton paper, signed by the
engraver, very fine, signed A. Diena.
30016

P
FRANCE: 1956 30F Pierre de Coubertin die proof in deep mauve on sunken carton paper, signed by the
engraver, very fine, signed A. Diena.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30017

1959-96, Collection of IOC books and programmes incl. 1964 Tokyo report to the 58th IOC Session,
1964 Innsbruck IOC Session booklet and program leaflet, 1968 IOC Newsletter, 1973 Varna Olympic
Congress report, 1978 Athens IOC Session folder filled with documents, 1981 Baden Congress
2-volume report, guide book and “Press & Public Relations” book (German), 1985 Berlin Session
German language presentation book and English book, Olympic Charter books or provisional editions
from 1978, 1982, 1984, 1987, 1989-92 and 1996 (different languages), Centennial Olympic Congress
Final Report, 1985 Olympic Solidarity Report, 1994 “Le Manifeste Olympique”, SISMO 84 official report,
“The Speeches of” Avery Bundage (Eng) and Lord Killanin (Fr), 1997 “Biographies of the members of
the IOC”, “The Administration of an Olympic Games”, International Olympic Academy session booklets
from 1966, 1967 & 1994, plus 1959 Portuguese OC “Fundamental Principles, Statutes and Rules.

150 - 200

30018

CC P / 20

100 - 150

MONACO: 1963 Coubertin Centenary 1F colour trial in vertical marginal strip of five in different colours,
plus France 30F colour trial single in red-brown, both mint n.h. and very fine.
30019

100 - 150

CC J P / 20
1963 Monaco colour trials in two lower right corner marginal blocks of four, mint n.h., reverse with
Musée de Timbres-Poste hs, very fine.

30020

1968 “The Four Dimensions of Avery Brundage” book, President of the IOC from 1952 to 1972, signed
and dedicated by him, pp.195, HB, some minor stains on inside page (not on the page with signature)
otherwise fine.

75 - 100

30021

View the images online.

70 - 100

1981 Congress in Baden group of memorabilia incl. car parking card, perspex plaque with logo,
commemorative medal depicting Coubertin, 7 pins in two different versions, pin badge and pin badge
with yellow & black ribbon.
30022

60 - 80

View the images online.
1986 IOC Session in Lausanne double-sided stand up display in card, 24x34cm, signed on the inside
by the artist Hans Erni, very fine and attractive.

30023

1990 Olympic Week in Lausanne poster showing Olympic flame in the Olympic colours, 45x63cm, two
pinholes at top, fine.

30 - 40

30024

View the images online. 

30 - 40

1990 75 Anniversary of the IOC medal, 50x40mm, with logo on one side and legend on other, by
Huguenin, fine.
th

30025

Group of four “Olympia” posters by Hans Erni, in special Olympic presentation folders, numbered
1 (depicting discus thrower), 2 (depicting athletics), 16 (depicting swimming, and 25 (depicting ski
jumper), plus brochure advertising the sale of the posters and an IOC Medical Commission Olympic
Prize certificate using his artwork, ideal for framing.

50 - 70

30026

View the images online.

50 - 70

IOC Olympic Magazine print of the cover with the design by renowned artist Hans Erni, signed by the
artist himself at the lower right, 70x39cm, some peripheral creasing, fine and attractive

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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30019ex1

30019ex2

30028

30018ex

30030
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30029

30031

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1902 An American Bronze Study of an Athlete, entitled “THE SPRINTER”, cast from a model by Dr. Robert
Tait McKenzie. The naked youth in starting position, crouching and looking forward, mounted on an
octagonal base, inscribed “R.Tait McKenzie/1902”, the side with foundry inscription ROMAN BRONZE
WORKS N.Y. and Copyright/1902, gold and copper patina; on silver plaque-mounted mahogany trophy
plinth, the hallmarks London, 1925, and with later brass mounted mahogany presentation case. The
bronze 28.8 cm x 22.2 cm x 15.1 cm, an important athletic bronze showpiece

2’000 - 3’000

Olympic Statues

30027

Provenance: Originally presented by Dr. Tait McKenzie to the Achilles Club, now the UK Counties
Athletic Union, and used as the Achilles Trophy, awarded annually since 1925 to the winning team in the
Inter-County Athletic Championship.
Plus additional literature, including books, magazines, articles and a selection of medals and plaques
including:
• B
 ooks: “Tait McKenzie” A Sculptor of Youth by Christopher Hussy, HB, 108pp, “Famous Small
Bronzes” by The Gorham Company, HB, 110pp.
• Medals: Two commemorative medals, plus one medal & one large circular plaque signed “RTM”.
• M
 agazines & Booklets: 1928 The Mentor, showing the statue on page 24, 1934 The Athlete in
Sculpture, showing the statue on page 6, 1937 News of the World: Presents the British Games,
program showing the statue on page 6, 1938 News of the World: Presents the British Games, program
showing the statue on page 6, 1950 News of the World: Presents the British Games, program showing
the statue on the front cover.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30028

20

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 52cm high x 44cm wide, showing the
nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set of three rough steps, dark
brown patination, signed Max Kruse Fec, cast by Aktien-Gesellschaft v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing
laurel branch in hand, but a beautiful and rare sculpture
30029

20

200 - 300

Bronze statue of an athlete from the ancient games, 37cm high and mounted on a marble base (45.56cm
x 14cm), very fine and attractive.
30030

20

200 - 300

1936 Nenikhkamen, bronze sculpture of the Messenger of Marathon Carrying a Torch, 53 cm tall, base
29.5 cm x 15.5 cm, signed by Max Kruse, cast by Aktien-Gesellshaft. vorm., showing famous runner
holding a laurel leaf (missing), for celebrating the Berlin torch relay, very fine and rare, showpiece
30031

20

100 - 150

Plaque by R. Delandre in cast iron showing athlete in relief doing the Olympic salute holding a palm
branch inside of a stadium, 262mm tall with black base, very fine.

1896 Athens

30032

A 
1896 Olympics 20l original artist’s handpainted essay in black and grey ink on paper depicting a discus
thrower in between two columns, architrave at top with “Olymp. Games” and value at foot, a unique and
highly desirable essay, ex Dr. Caruso from the unique set.

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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10’000 - 15’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

30035
30033

30033

Estimate (€)

30036

30034

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 1l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1981).

30034

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 2l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).

30035

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in green, imperf., spot in margin at
left, very fine.

30036

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in grey, imperf., very fine.

30037

30037

30038

30039

30040

30041

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in grey-brown, imperf., very fine.

30038

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in yellow, imperf., very fine.

30039

200 - 300

P
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in dark grey-brown, imperf., very fine.

30040

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in blue, imperf., very fine.

30041

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in dark blue, imperf., very fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30042

30042

Cat. n°

30043

30044

30045

Estimate (€)

30046

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in dull grey, imperf., very fine.

30043

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in red, imperf., very fine.

30044

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in brown, imperf., very fine.

30045

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in orange-brown, imperf., very fine.

30046

200 - 300

P 
1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in rose, imperf., very fine.

30047

30047

30048

30049

P 

300 - 500

1896 Olympics 5l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).
30048

P 

300 - 500

1896 Olympics 10l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1981).
30049

P 
1896 Olympics 10l die proof in black on thin paper with frame, brown spot at left, very fine and scarce,
cert. Trachtenberg (1968)
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300 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30050

30050

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30051

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 20l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, couple of slight
thins, fine, cert. Trachtenberg (1982).

30051

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 25l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).

30052

30052

30053

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 40l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).

30053

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 60l die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30054

L / 16

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1896 Olympics 60l forgery in black in sheetlet of 10, strong horizontal crease, diagonal corner crease
and thin spot at top, scarce and unusual, ex Tsironis.

30056

30055

30055

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 1D die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).

30056

300 - 500

P 
1896 Olympics 2D die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, cut down to
stamp-size, very fine, cert. Trachtenberg (1982).

30057

30057

30058

P 

200 - 300

1923 Reprint from the original die of the 2D in magenta, very fine and scarce.
30058

P 
1923 Reprint from the original die of the 2D in red (oxidised colour), very fine and scarce.
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30059

P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

1923 Reprints with the original die (with permission from the Greek government) in the form of a 2D
reply postcard in blue on card and a 2D lettercard in blue on paper, very fine and scarce, both signed
Tecardi and A. Diena, single cert. A. Diena (1970) for both.

30060

1’000 - 1’500

P 
1923 Reprints with the original die (with permission from the Greek government) in the form of a 2D reply
postcard in carmine, very fine and scarce, signed Tecardi, A. Diena and Calves, cert. A. Diena (1970).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30063

30061

30062

30061

P 

300 - 500

1896 Olympics 5D die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).
30062

P 

300 - 500

1896 Olympics 5D die proof in black on thin paper with frame, lightly and partly affixed to noncontemporary mount (could be lifted off), very fine and scarce.
30063

P 

300 - 500

1896 Olympics 10D die proof from the original plate on carton paper in the issued colour, very fine, cert.
Trachtenberg (1982).

30064

L 
1896 Olympics 10D Sperati forgery, on genuine paper with genuine cancellation, heavily discoloured
around the edges (possibly from the chemicals he used to bleach the stamp), Sperati handstamp on
reverse, thought to be unique, this example illustrated in “The Work of Jean de Sperati” part II, ch.4
pl.28, plus 10D Fournier forgery “unused” (thinned).
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30065

CC C J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

32’000 - 35’000

1896 Olympics set of 12 in mint blocks of four, some mint nh, some with some minor perf. reinforcement,
minor tone spots on the 60l and 1D, very fine and fresh, an extremely rare set in blocks, with the high
values being major rarities as such, cert. Hellenic Philatelic Society (2006)

30066

400 - 600

C H F J L DFE / 38
1896 Athens collection on 11 pages and loose incl. unused Olympic Committee printed postcard with
cachet (faults with reparations), with covers incl. 1896 (Apr 29) envelope with 2l block of 10 with lower
right stamp showing “Mouchon” engraver name omitted, two covers with 25l pairs, 25l on front, 3
postcards, forged cover with 1D added, plus useful and unusual cancellations on loose stamps with
examples used during the Games incl. 1D, 2D and 5d with Athens “1” cds on the first day of the Games,
maritime, train station, AR, etc., 1900 25l on 40l mint with double surcharge signed Calves (genuine?),
a useful old-time lot.

30067

1’000 - 1’500

F 
1896 Greek Olympic Committee printed envelope with Greek legend, Committee cachet in red at top
right, unused, very fine and rare.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30068

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

5’000 - 7’000

1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: 20l postal stationery envelope sent registered to Belgium, uprated
with 1896 Olympics 25l, 40l, 60l, 1D and 2D, tied by Athens “3” cds on the first day of issue, Verviers
arrival backstamp, very fine, an attractive and very scarce first day usage.

30069

F 
1925 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: Envelope from Athens to France with 1896 Olympics 25l tied
by Athens “6” cds on the first day of issue, Bordeaux arrival backstamp, minor foxing at top of stamp
otherwise very fine and very rare commercial first day usage.
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3’000 - 5’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30070

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: Picture postcard with 1896 Olympics 2l (2) tied by crisp Athens “7”
cds, sent locally, small pulled corner perf on one stamp, very fine and scarce first day usage.

30071

6’000 - 8’000

F 
1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (SIFNOS): Envelope sent registered to Syros with 1896 Olympics
5D tied by Sifnos blue-black cds, with matching blue-black s/l and boxed registered hs, reverse with
Syros arrival cds, very fine and extremely rare philatelic franking of this high value, cert. Tsironis.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30072

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

8’000 - 10’000

1896 (Mar 27) THIRD DAY OF THE GAMES (MILOS): Envelope sent registered to Syros with 1896
Olympics 10D tied by Milos blue-black cds, with matching blue-black s/l registered hs adjacent, reverse
with Syros arrival cds, very fine and extremely rare philatelic franking of the top value, cert. Tsironis.

30073

F 
1896 (Mar 31) SEVENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: Greek Olympic Committee printed newspaper wrapper,
with the Committee cachet in red and Athens “7” despatch cds, very fine, scarce and attractive, ex
Tsironis (DF Nov 1997).
Note: During the Games, the local Organising Committee postal correspondence was free of charge.
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2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30074

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

1896 (Apr 4) Greek Olympic Committee printed envelope with French legend, with the Committee
cachet in violet and Athens “1” despatch cds, sent locally, very fine and rare, ex Tsironis (DF Nov 1997).
Note: During the Games, the local Organising Committee postal correspondence was free of charge.

30075

2’000 - 3’000

F 
1896 (May 18) Greek Olympic Committee printed postcard in green sent to the Turkish Consul in Patras,
with the Committee cachet in red, Athens “1” despatch cds and Patras arrival backstamp, some minor
foxing, scarce and attractive, ex “Zappeion” (DF Nov 1999).
Note: During the Games, the local Organising Committee postal correspondence was free of charge.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30076

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

1896 (Jun 21) Envelope with complete set to 10D tied by Patras cds, cancelled to order and unaddressed,
some minor foxing, fine and scarce with the complete set, cert. Trachtenberg (1981).

30077

F 
1898 (May 10) Printed commercial cover from stamp dealer Constantin Dascalakis & Co., sent registered
from Athens to France and franked on the reverse with five 1896 Olympics 60l stamps cancelled by
Athens “3” cds and Paris arrival, portion of reverse missing, possibly paying 9 times the foreign rate plus
registration fee, a very rare franking, cert. Tsironis (2008)
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4’000 - 5’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

In order to prevent these stamps from being used in Greece to the detriment of the revenue during the 1897-98 Greco-Turkish War, orders
were issued that all stamps still in the hands of the Greek Government should be overprinted with a special Treasury cachet to mark their
validity. The cachet was normally applied to overprint four small stamps or two large ones. Later, in order to a void confusion with used
stamps, the cachet was applied to the backs of the stamps.

30078

100 - 150

CC H J 
TAMEION: 1896 Olympics 1l mint block of four with Patras “Tameion” treasury hs on reverse (some perf.
splitting so fragile), and used 25l with Syros “Tameion” hs and cds, fine to very fine.

30079

3’000 - 4’000

F 
TAMEION: 1897 (Apr 21) Envelope sent registered to Romania with 1896 40l on the obverse and 20l
on the reverse, both with the Chalkis Tameion Treasury cachet and Chalkis cds, with registered hs
adjacent, reverse with Athens transit, Bucharest arrival and posthorn hs, heavy central cover crease
and some minor toning, extremely rare, the only example of the Tameion stamps used on cover that
we have seen.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30080

H collection 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1896 Olympics stamps used on EVERY SINGLE DAY FOR A YEAR, from the first day of issue on 25
March 1896 to 25th March 1897, plus five examples used before the first day of issue, a few multiples,
mixed condition, would take a long time to replicate such a collection! (385 stamps)
th

1900 Surcharges

30081

F 
1900 “AM” Surcharge issue set of five on 1901 (Apr 24) envelope sent registered to Germany, each tied
by Athens “4” cds, arrival backstamp, very fine and extremely rare philatelic usage with the set, as only
one other cover seen by us, signed Calves and A. Diena.
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4’000 - 5’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

30082

C H L / View the images online.

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

1900 Athens “A.M.” surcharges group incl. mint 5l on 1D, 25l on 40l, 2D on 10D and 5l on 1D block
of four, used with 25l on 40l (misplaced surcharge), 50l on 2D and 2D on 10D, plus three forgeries,
mostly fine.

30090
30083ex

30083

30084

30085

80 - 100

C DCE 
1900 “AM” Surcharges on Olympics mint set of five, the1D on 5D regummed, very fine.

Memorabilia
30084

1896 Athens commemorative medal in bronze, 28mm, by Houtopoulos, showing view of Olympic
stadium on one side and other with “OLYMPIC GAMES” and laurel wreath over “776 X 1896”, looped at
top, the medal was to be worn and is the first collector’s pin, some toning, fine and scarce.

200 - 300

30085

1896 Athens commemorative medal in gilt bronze, 28mm, by Houtopoulos, showing view of Olympic
stadium on one side and other with “OLYMPIC GAMES” and laurel wreath over “776 X 1896”, looped
at top, the medal was to be worn and is the first collector’s pin, some wear to the gilt and someone has
added their initials in metal inside the wreath, fine and scarce.

200 - 300

30086

38

500 - 700

“Greece during the Olympic Games of 1896, Panhellenic Illustrated Album,” (translation) in Greek,
31x43cm, 384 pages, red hardback binding ornate black and gold design, front cover is loose with
some damage to spine, gold leaf edge, a rare and interesting book
30087

Collection of 27 books (plus some other items) about Olympia and 1896 Athens incl. “Olympia,
Olympiades and Greece” (translation) in Greek, 1947, signed by the author; 1910 “Olympia” by
Leonardou; “The Games Through the Centuries...” by Alexopoulou, 1930 (x2); Pindar’s Olympic hymn
in German; two consecutive bound volumes of Scribner’s Magazine from 1896 with articles about the
Games; two modern reprints of the 1896 official report; 1919 edition of Burton Holmes Travelogues with
long article about 1906, etc.

100 - 150

1900 Paris
30088

100 - 150

F / View the images online.
1900 Paris Exposition, pair of printed covers sent from the exhibition with exhibition legends at top;
one a stampless cover from the French Ministry of Commerce with exposition cachet; and one from
the Swiss General Commission with 25c Sage tied by “RAPP” cds and the Exposition flag machine
cancel, a fine pair.

30089

1900 Paris Exposition catalogue, French language, HB, 482pp incl. fold-out plan at back, with a section
about the sports at the exposition on p.376, plus two contemporary photographs of the gymnastics
competitions at the expo.

90 - 100

30090

1900 Paris Exposition Union des Sociétés de Tir de France miniature medal for the 7th National Shooting
Competition, 21mm diameter, very fine

50 - 70
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30086

30096

30091

30100

30066ex

30095
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30099

30109

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1904 St. Louis
30091

200 - 300

38
1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, group incl. very fine invitation folder, Souvenir Book
of the Exposition (worn cover), five different tickets and a press coupon pass with five tickets attached,
plus Democratic National Competition at St. Louis 1904 ticket with stub, advertising card with plan of
the Expo on reverse, group of correspondence to the Commissioner-General from Greece to the Expo
with several on World’s Fair printed letter heads from different departments/companies (17 items), 18
vignettes/publicity labels, 6 postcards, and two modern books about memorabilia from the fair, plus
Pastime Athletic Club Dec 31st 1904 programme “In Honor of the Olympic Games” and two pages from
a publication showing scenes from the “Olympic Championship Games at the St. Louis World’s Fair”

30092

Press photo of Nicolaos Georgantas of Greece, 125x155mm, who came third place in the discus in
1904, second place in 1906 in the discus and the Greek style and sixth place in 1908 in the Greek style,
reverse with Paul Thompson of New York photographer’s cachets.

50 - 70

1906 Athens

30093

3’000 - 4’000

P 
1906 Athens set of 14 die proofs on card in the issued colours, the 1D with small fault otherwise a very
fine and very rare set.

30094

300 - 400

P
1906 Athens group of 8 proofs on stamp-size card incl. 1l in purple on pink, 10l in green (creased), 25l
in grey30l in yellow-green and 40l in red on pink card, 50l in dark green perforated, 2D in dark green on
green perforated and 5D in buff in pair, very fine group.

30095

500 - 600

J P / 38
1906 Olympics 10l brown, imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of nine, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2008, a few toned spots, fine & rare.

30096

300 - 500

CC J / 38
1906 1 Drachma black, mint never hinged, complete sheet of fifty, split into two blocks of 25, showing
full margins, some perforation separation, otherwise, fresh, very fine & a rare sheet
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30097

J P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 600

1906 Olympics 5D rose imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of six, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2014, a few tone spots, fine & rare

30098

F 
1906 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY ISSUE: COMPLETE OLYMPIC SET tied by Athens cds on envelope sent
registered to Italy, Athens registration label, reverse with Bologna and Rome cds, some creasing, an
extremely rare cover with only two known, ex “Parigi” (DF Feb 1999).
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5’000 - 7’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30099

F / 38

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

TENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 18) Picture postcard of Queen Olga with 1906 Olympics 2l
and official red vignette cancelled by the “ATHENS / STADION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” cds (stamp tied,
vignette not but definitely belongs), with further strike on reverse, cancelled by favour and not sent,
minor foxing, scarce.
30100

200 - 300

F / 38
ELEVENTH AND FINAL DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 19) 5l postal stationery postcard, unaddressed,
with Olympics 1l, 3l, 5l, 10l and 20l tied by the special ATHENS / ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES cds,
fine. Note that the Olympic Village was at Zappeion.

30101

100 - 150

F / View the images online.
REVENUES: 1906 Olympic 5D with “THEMIS” revenue overprint on complete document, very fine and
scarce.

30102

50 - 70

M / View the images online.
REVENUES: Two documents incl. 1906 Olympic 2D with “THEMIS” revenue overprint on complete
document tied by violet oval cancel and ms; and1 906 Olympic 2D and four 50l “Flying Mercury” with
“THEMIS” revenue overprints on complete document cancelled in ms, both very fine.

30103

100 - 150

C H DCE 
1906 Olympics issue selection (80+), mostly used, incl. the Olympic “STADION” cancel on Olympics 1l,
2l, 3l, 5l, 10l, 20l, 30l and 5D and “ZAPPEION” on 3D, also some maritime cancels, some mint incl. 3D
(three mint & one no gum and thin), a useful mixture, mixed condition.

30104

100 - 150

H F J / 42
1906 Athens group of 8 covers/cards incl. Olympic 5l pair on pc to Siam/Thailand with Bangkok arrival,
ppc of discus thrower with 10l, ppc of the stadium franked on the picture side (CTO), 1907 envelope
with 10l (2) and 30l (2) & non-Olympic 5l sent registered to France, etc., plus 5l block of four with
complete oval maritime cachet.

1908 London

30105

1908 London commemorative vesta case with enamelled logo depicting the Olympic stadium with
“Franco British Exhibition Stadium for Olympic Games” legend below, a very rare commemorative item
from this Olympics.

120 - 150
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30104ex

30107

30115

30116

30117

30118ex

30119
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30120ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30106

1908 Imperial Sports Club enamelled medallion for the Franco-British Exhibition, with club name and
date on front, Exhibition legend and issue no. on reverse, very fine and scarce.

80 - 100

Note: The Imperial Sports Club was the headquarters of the British Olympic Organising Committee.
30107

100 - 150

42
1908 Participant’s card for Olympic Trials in Haarlem (“Vooroefeningen Olympische Spelen”),
Netherlands, June 19th-21st at HFC stadium, signed “T. Reinhold”, reverse with invitation to a dinner,
fine and very scarce.

30108

“Spalding’s Athletic Library: Marathon Running”, 1909, presentation copy given to Baillet-Latour (ex
President of the IOC) with red HB cover with Baillet-Latour’s name inscribed on front, with many images
of marathon runners from the 1908 Games incl. Dorando and Hayes, as well as from the marathon in
1904 St. Louis, very fine, ex Baillet-Latour (Christie’s June 1995, lot 8).

100 - 150

30109

38

100 - 150

“Världsmästare af Torsten Schonberg / Skisser Fran Olympiska Spelen I London 1908” book which
consists of 25 illustrations of the world’s most famous athletes, minor cover imperfections, scarce.
30110

50 - 70

F 
1908 London real photo postcard of a British athlete, produced by Wilhelm Lamm, very fine and scarce.

30111

50 - 70

F / View the images online.
Real photographic picture postcard of the famous marathon race showing Dorando Pietri running past
the crowds at Harlesden, unsent but with message from an American spectator on reverse that “one
of our own country men won this great Race, but Dorando (an Italian) pretty near won but fell in the
stadium three times...”, plus modern print of Pietri crossing the line.

30112

40 - 60

F / View the images online.
Real photographic picture postcard of the famous marathon race just after the start at Windsor Castle,
showing Thomas Longboat of Canada leading the way ahead of Dorando Pietri, sent from Windsor Aug
16th 1908, minor creasing, fine.

30113

50 - 70

View the images online.
“Carte de Visite” photograph card of Real Tennis (Jeu de Paume) player Edwin Anthony Biedermann,
who placed 5th in the men’s singles in the 1908 Games.

30114

30 - 50

View the images online.
Real photographic picture postcard of George Wilkinson in his 1908 Olympic jersey, who won gold in
men’s polo in 1908 and 1912 Olympic Games, very fine and rare.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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30121

30122

30123

30124

30125

30127ex

30140

30132
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1912 Stockholm
LBR. / STADION Cancels
30115

200 - 300

F / 42
12 DAY: 1912 (Jul 10) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cds tying 5ö to picture postcard
depicting Marathon runners in the Olympic stadium, very fine and rare cancel, sent on the day of the
Shot Put, 200m, 5’000m, Pole Jump, 1’500m, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium
th

30116

200 - 300

F / 42
13 DAY: 1912 (Jul 11) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard of the British tug-of-war team (no.116), very fine and scarce cancel, plus unused example of
the same card.
th

30117

200 - 300

F / 42
14th DAY: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official postcard
of interior of the stadium (no.87), fine and scarce cancel, sent on the Discus, 400m, Running Jump,
2’000m Team Race, 110m Hurdles, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

30118

200 - 300

F / 42
14 DAY: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish team at the Opening Ceremony (no.80), very fine, plus unused example of the
same postcard, a very scarce cancel, sent on the Discus, 400m, Running Jump, 2’000m Team Race,
110m Hurdles, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.
th

30119

200 - 300

F / 42
14 Day: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard,
fine and scarce cancel.
th

30120

200 - 300

F / 42
15 DAY: 1912 (Jul 13) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish women’s Gymnasts marching (no.73), card with a couple of creases, fine, a
very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Standing High Jump, Decathlon, Discus, 400m, Team Race
3’000m and Wrestling at the Stadium.
th

30121

200 - 300

F / 44
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish pistol shooting team (no.39), very fine, a very scarce cancel, sent on the day of
the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.

30122

200 - 300

F / 44
16 DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard of
the stadium, very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay
and Wrestling at the Stadium.
th

30123

200 - 300

F / 44
16 DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to postcard of the
stadium, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m
Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.
th

1912 Stockholm Set of 16 Official Posters
Available by Private Treaty (p. 132-133)
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30133ex

30142ex1

30154

30165

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30124

F / 44

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

600 - 800

18 DAY: 1912 (Jul 16) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard showing coloured illustration of the stadium (no.11), very fine and scarce cancel, a very scarce
cancel, sent on the day of the Horse Riding at the Stadium
th

30125

200 - 300

F / 44
22nd DAY: 1912 (Jul 20) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 10ö to picture postcard
of the Skeppsbron quay surrounded with illustrations of the Swedish stamps in use at the time, very
fine, a very scarce cancel especially on this day as only 106 postcards, 64 letters and 4 printed matter
were sent from the stadium on this day.

STADION Cancels

30126

400 - 600

F
3 DAY: 1912 (Jul 1) “STOCKHOLM / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard of the
stadium, very fine and rare cancel, sent on the day of the Football Consolation Tournament at Rasunda
and Traneberg, only 376 items of mail were handled in the stadium post office on this day (105 letters,
212 postcards and 59 printed matter).
rd

Postcards
30127

70 - 100

F / 44
1912 Stockholm group of 17 postcards incl. real photo pc of the men’s 110m hurdles, ten official picture
postcards incl. numbers 3, 34, 41, 73, 115, 141, 210, 216, 218 & 237, two Granberg pc’s from the
stadium’s inauguration and four various of the stadium itself, very fine, plus novelty concertina picture
pack envelope with views of the stadium.

Memorabilia
30128

200 - 300

46
1912 Stockholm official report in English, dedicated inside to Count Albert Gautier-Vignal (IOC member)
from the Swedish Olympic Organising Committee, some minor soiling to the cover, much scarcer in
English.

30129

80 - 100

46
Sweden Olympic Society Yearbook “Idrottskaleder 1913” in Swedish, HB, pp.191, incl. biographies of
the Swedish winners in 1912 and letter’s from notable people about the importance of the Berlin 1916
Olympics, cover scuffed and missing spine, contents fine with some pencil markings, scarce.

30130

“Spalding’s Athletic Library: The Olympic Games Stockholm 1912”, presentation copy given to BailletLatour (ex President of the IOC) with red HB cover with Baillet-Latour’s name inscribed on front, very fine.

200 - 300
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30131

1912 Stockholm group of books incl. rule books, magazines, newspapers, etc. incl. “The Youth’s
Companion” Aug 1st 1912 with front cover showing Olympic stadium and US participants, official
guide book (loose covers), “Stockholm ett minne fran Olympiska Spelens Stad 1912” booklet, “Die
Olympischen Spiele 1912” by Carl Diem (1990 edition), three copies of “Den Femte Olympiaden I Bild
och Ord” numbers 1-24 (one with loose HB cover and two bound), “Svenska Idrottsstjärnor i träning
och kamp” with profiles of Swedish participants for 1936, advertising brochure for the Official Report,
“Programme, Rules and General Regulations” for the Cycling (missing back cover and fault to front) and
Rowing (missing back cover, faults to front and stained), German report printed by Wagner (rebound in
HB), and Tip Top Weekly magazine, 20th July 1912, containing the article “Dick Merriwell in the Swedish
Stadium”.

150 - 200

44

100 - 150

30132

“Olympiagubbar Karrikatyrer” by Ivar Starkenberg, album of caricatures from the 1912 Olympic Games
at Stockholm featuring athletes from the countries taking part, 29x22cm, SB, 84 pages, minor wear to
cover otherwise fine, very rare.
30133

150 - 200

46
Group of three items relating to Frederick Wall, Secretary of the Football Association and on the council
of the British Olympic Association, incl. 1913 British Olympic Council banquet menu (foxing) in the
honour of Coubertin, signed on the front by Wall, Roderick McNair (who became the first President
of the International Lawn Tennis Federation), Percy Rootham (Vice President of the Lawn Tennis
Association) and F.B.O. Hawes (Secretary of the Lacrosse Union), photograph of Wall outside his house,
certificate from the King of Sweden conferring the commemorative medal for 1912 Stockholm to Wall,
plus newspaper clipping about the Davis Cup depicting the two teams incl. McNair (4).

30134

30 - 50

View the images online.
1912 Stockholm press photo of the men’s 400m 2nd round heat 5 showing USA and German athletes,
252x200mm, very fine.
Note: This photograph appears in the official report on p.359.

1912-1916 Intervening Championships
30135

1913 Leipzig Turnfest, map of Leipzig, 46.5x62cm, printed for the Gymnastics festival highlighting the
venue, very fine and scarce

30136

30136

30152

1914 20th Anniversary of the Re-Establishment of the Olympic Games in Alexandria official poster,
72x100cm, printed by Affiches Atar in Geneva, faults with internal tears, creasing, writing at top right,
etc., backed on stiff board, still a beautiful and rare poster.
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30 - 50

600 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1916 Berlin
30137

200 - 300

View the images online.
Group of photocards, press photos and picture postcards of the Deutsches Stadion in Grunewald
which was intended for use at the 1916 Berlin Olympics, incl. pack of 16 photocards with original
wrapper, 27 picture postcards (several depicting various events incl. football, some real photo, 6 used
in Berlin and one panoramic), and five press photos from 1913-14.

30138

70 - 100

View the images online.
Deutsche Stadion in Berlin, two books incl. “Das Deutsche Stadion und Sportforum von Gerhard
Krause”, 1926, SB, pp.68; and “Ubungsstattenbau”, 1928, SB, pp.176, about the development of the
sports grounds at the stadium.

30139

50 - 70

View the images online.
“Deutschlands Kampfbahnen” by Max Ostrop, HB, pp.119, we detailed accounts of the stadia in
Germany including the Deutsches Stadion in Berlin which was intended to be used for the 1916 Games,
fine and scarce.

30140

300 - 400

F / 44
1913 (Jun 8) Picture postcard of the stadium cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES /
STADION” 8.6.13 3-4 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, datelined “Stadion”, fine and
rare, plus 1914 “Sportliche Jahreszeiten” unused postcard for Olympic fund-raising.

30141

300 - 400

F / 46
1913 (Jun 8) Picture postcard of the stadium with 5pf cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD /
DEUTSCHES / STADION” 8.6.13 5-6 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, with text
mentioning a more official card, fine and rare

30142

400 - 600

F / 46
1913 (Jun 8) 5pf official postal stationery card cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES
/ STADION” 8.6.13 6-7 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, with official vignette
adjacent, creased, rare.

30143

300 - 400

F / 50
1913 (Jul 27) Picture postcard of the stadium with 5pg tied by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES
/ STADION” 27.07.14 7-8 N cds, fine, sent by a spectator at the swimming competition at the Great
Summer Sport Festival (26-27 July).

1920 Antwerp
30144

50 - 70

View the images online.
1920 Antwerp group incl. “Sport Revue” 30 May 1920 magazine incl. report on the inauguration of the
stadium, two USA newspaper pieces with reports of the events, 4 press photos incl. one of the Opening
Ceremony and three of the famous Hawaiian Duke Kahanamoku after his two gold medals at the 1920
Games, and group of 12 photocards taken by a member of the US team from their crossing of the
Atlantic and at the Games.

30145

200 - 300

F / 50
1920 (Aug 16) Picture postcard with 1920 Olympic set and poster vignette in blue (some minor tone
spots), all tied by the Antwerp Olympic cds, an attractive item, very fine and scarce.

30146

200 - 300

F / 50
DURING THE GAMES: 1920 (Aug 17) Luxembourg Athletic Sports Federation printed envelope sent
from Antwerp during the games to Luxembourg with vert. strip of five 10c, express hs below, arrival bs,
very fine and scarce, presumably sent by a member of the Luxembourg team at the Games.
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30147

F / 50

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

GENT 1: 1920 (Aug 26) Postcard with 5c tied by a crisp strike of the scarce “GENT / 1 / GAND” Olympic
slogan machine cancel, very fine, the scarcest of all the 1920 cancels and during the Games.
30148

70 - 100

F / 50
DURING THE GAMES: 1920 (Aug 26) “VIIe OLYMPIADE” postcard by Verelst with 1920 Olympics set
of three tied by “ANTWERPEN-ANVERS / VIIe OLYMPIADE” stadium cds on reverse, Damgan (France)
arrival, fine and very scarce usage of this postcard

30149

70 - 100

F / 50
1920 Antwerp group of four different illustrated postcards by Verelst, three unused and one used from
Antwerp (corner crease), very fine and scarce.

30150

70 - 100

F / View the images online.
1920 Antwerp group of 15 “Antwepersche Ommegang” postcards (folklore parade on the occasion of
the Games), one duplicate, all unused, one discoloured, incl. two original wrappers (series 1 & 3), plus
panoramic postcard of the stadium (16).

30151

70 - 100

F / 46
1920 Antwerp group of 20 covers/cards with Olympic slogan cancels from different towns incl. Charleroy
1 (7, all on arrival), Liege 1 (2), Antwerp 1 (3), Antwerp 6 (5, one during the Games with Olympic 10c),
Brussels ND (1), Brussels QL (1) and Brussels 1 (1), plus maxi card of the discus thrower statue with 5c
CTO (stamp with tear), mostly fine.
Note: Events for 1920 Antwerp Games took place on the following dates: April 23-29, July 7-10 & 22-31,
August 2-5, 9-10, 12 & 15-31, and September 1-12.

30152

600 - 800

48
1920 Antwerp official poster in Italian, 62x85 cm, printed by lithography by van Dieren & Co. in Antwerp,
insignificant creasing, a beautiful and rare poster.

30153

100 - 150

CC F / 50
1920 Antwerp group of postcards and covers incl. real photo postcard of the first lap of the men’s
5’000m final, which the French athlete Guillemot won, some minor edge wear, plus newspaper clipping
showing the same corner with the photographer of the card highlighted, unused ppc of Suzanne
Lenglen (the greatest female French player of all time who won two Golds and a Bronze in the 1920
Games), three postcards with the Olympic slogan cancels from Antwerp, Liege and Charleroy, 1921
overprinted set on cover and 20c on 15c mint showing offset of surcharge on reverse.

30154

300 - 500

46
1920 Antwerp bid book entitled “Auron-nous la VIIe Olympiade à Anvers en 1920?”, 1914, pp.111, SB,
with the front cover printed “Cet exemplaire a été imprimé pour Monsieur le sénateur comte de BailletLatour”, missing spine, very rare, ex Baillet-Latour (co-founder of the Belgian Olympic Committee and
later President of the IOC).

30155

USA “Report of the American Olympic Committee. Seventh Olympic Games, Antwerp, Belgium, 1920.”,
HB, pp.451, containing reports for each event for the American team, summary of all events, team
and winners, a very rare report as no official report was published for the public by the Organising
Committee, very fine and scarce.

100 - 150

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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1924 Chamonix
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30155A

1924 Chamonix gold medal awarded to Alfred Schläppi, member of the Swiss four-man bobsleigh
team, in its original presentation box along with Schläppi's participant's diploma (framed), Swiss team
Olympic Ring stick pin, his Olympic ID card, his Swiss S.L.L./A.N.E.P. ID booklet, official programme for
the awards (Palmarès) (missing covers).

50’000 - 75’000

Medal: Created by the engraver Raoul Bénard and minted at the Monnaie de Paris, the obverse the
medal shows an athlete raising their arms in a sign of victory, holding a pair of skis and a pair of
skates, with a mountain silhouette in the background. The reverse bears an inscription on fourteen
lines: “Chamonix / Mont-Blanc / sports d’hiver / 25 janvier - 5 février 1924 / organisés / par le / Comité
Olympique français / sous le haut patronage / du Comité / International Olympique / à l’occasion / de
la célébration / de la / VIIIe Olympiade”. Marked on the edge with the hallmark of the Monnaie de Paris
and “2 SILVER”, weighing 77 grams.
Condition: Rim nicks, original patina.
Provenance: Acquired by the current owner directly from the Schläppi family.
Rarity: According to the official medal count, only 33 first place gold winner’s medals were awarded.
Several of which certainly now reside in institutional collections. This example being one of the very few
in private hands with the provenance and documentation of who it was awarded to.
Participant's diploma: 55.5x35cm, with design by Plumereau and printing by Debar in brown,
green and white, showing skier in front of mountainous scenery with awards legend showing printed
signatures of the President of the International Olympic Committee, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, and
the President of the French Olympic Committee, Count Justinien de Clary, with awards legend at right
showing manuscript “Mr A. Schläppi de l'equipe suisse 1er du Tournoi de Bobsleigh”.
The lot also includes 7 real photo postcards and 3 press photos of the team, 3 newspapers/magazines
from February 1924 and some modern newspaper clippings and a book. It also includes a letter from
Scherrer, the captain of the bobsleigh team.
The Story: Eduard Scherrer entered a local raffle at his gymnastics club in his home village of Leysin in
the early 1920s, and won a bobsleigh in the draw. He persuaded his friends Alfred Schläppi, Heinrich
Schläppi and Alfred Neveu to drive down the road from Leysin to Le Sépey with him, to the amusement
of the villagers. When they registered for the Swiss qualifiers for the winter sports week in Chamonix, it
was more of a joke, but to their own surprise, they won and were accepted into the Swiss team. They
drove to Chamonix as rank outsiders.
Nine teams from five nations entered the competition, which like today, involved four runs held over
the two days. France, Great Britain, Italy and Switzerland each had two teams, with Belgium’s solitary
quartet completing the field. An electronic timekeeper, capable of measuring to the nearest hundredth of
a second, was used at the event. Scherrer was captain of the Switzerland I bob and was accompanied
by Neveu and the Schläppi brothers. They went on to set a new track record at Pèlerins and take the
gold medal with an aggregate time of 5:45.54, well ahead of Great Britain II (5:48.83) and Belgium I
(6:02.29). Remarkably, Chamonix 1924 would represent this team's one and only Olympic adventure.
Although the Schläppi brothers would later chair the organising committee for the 1948 Winter Games
in St. Moritz. (Ref: olympics.com)
Speaking to Roger Félix as part of the “Avant-première sportive” program, Alfred Schläppi, 75, talked
about the Chamonix feat: “We were four gymnasts from Leysin...It was a 1650 meter track, there were
23 turns. We took 1’22” to get it down. I was 4th, brakeman, but I never needed to use the brakes. If he
needed to, the captain could brake. I never needed to use them”.
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30156

F / 56

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jan 31) Picture postcard with 10c Semeuse tied by “SPORTS d’HIVER
/ CHAMONIX - MONT BLANC / JANVIER 1924” special roller cancel, plus ppc of Chamonix with
indistinct Chamonix cds datelined “Janvier 1924”.
30157

50 - 70

56
1924 Chamonix real photo postcard of the Canadian team playing ice hockey, fine and scarce.

30158

1924 Chamonix, “Pathé Baby” film reel of the Bobsleigh competition with printed label “VIIIth
OLYMPIAD, Chamonix 1924 / Bobsleigh”, one from a series of Pathé movies on the 1924 Summer and
Winter Games.

50 - 70

1924 Paris
Essays and Proofs
30159

1’000 - 1’500

54
1923 Group of four parliamentary bills for the introduction of the 1924 Olympic issue (“le projet de loi
relatif à l’emission de timbres-poste spéciaux à l’occasion des jeux olympiques de 1924”):
• 7 th December 1923 “Chambre des Députés” 3-page report no.6730. The text mentions that Olympic
stamps of limited validity were issued by Greece in 1896 and 1906 and by Belgium in 1920. That the
Olympic Committee has asked the postal administration for four values; 10c, 25c, 30c and 50c as
well as a 20c postcard. It goes on to explain that because of the limited validity of the stamps a new
law must be authorised and their period of validity would not exceed December 31st, 1924. And to
avoid objections of a budgetary nature, the Olympic Committee has undertaken to bear the costs of
the essays and engraving by Mr. Becker.
• 1 3th December 1923 “Chambre des Députés” 3-page “Avis” no.6786. The text mentions that the
issue of these stamps would be advantageous to the Treasury since the costs of design will be borne
by the Olympic Committee, and the costs of printing are negligible in view of the additional revenue
from selling the stamps to collectors. It mentions that for 1920 Antwerp they printed 10 million of
each value. Therefore France must conform to the well established tradition of promoting the Games
through the issue of stamps. It requests a change of the period of validity until 30th September 1924.
• 2 2nd December 1923 “Sénat” 3-page report no.890. The text confirms the proposal that the date of
validity would be 30th September, after which the reserve and unsold stock would be destroyed. It
then proposes that from October 1st that special stamps for the 1925 Decorative Arts exhibition will
be issued.
• 2 8th December 1923 “Chambre des Députés” 1-page “Projet de Loi”, no.1454. A notice confirming the
definitive text and adoption of the project to issue postage stamps and a postcard of limited duration
for the 1924 Olympic Games.
An extremely rare and important group of documents in the history of the 1924 Olympic issue.

30160

300 - 400

A P 
1924 Paris 25c rejected die proof showing clouds in the background and no “FRANCE” under value, in
black on glossy paper with surround, horizontal crease, rare.
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30157

30162

30164 (detail)

30174
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30161

A P / 56

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

1924 Paris 25c rejected die proof showing clouds in the background and no “FRANCE” under value,
in blue on thin low quality wove paper with quadrille watermark showing impression of the printing die,
very fine and rare.
30162

300 - 400

A P / 56
1924 Paris 25c rejected (and defaced) die proof showing modified clouds in the background, no
"FRANCE" under value and no plants in lower left corner, in grey & green on gummed paper, the bush
from the lower left corner has been removed and the statue has been defaced as well as extra crosshatching on the stomach and shoulder, signed by the engraver G. Daussy, showing impression of the
printing die, horizontal crease above design, fine and rare.

30163

300 - 400

A P / 56
1924 Paris 25c die proof showing the accepted design in red and dark blue on glossy paper with
surrounds in both colours, signed by the designer E. Becker, showing impression of the printing die,
very fine and rare.

30164

400 - 600

C P / 56
1924 Paris 30c die proof in mauve and lilac on gummed paper, showing impression of the die in the
paper, unusually has been perforated, the only example known perforated, of unknown status, very fine
and scarce, ex Bergman.

30165

300 - 400

P / 46
1924 Paris 30c die proof in black and pale green on wove paper, showing impression of the die in the
paper, very fine and scarce.

30166

30167
30168

30166

300 - 500

C H F J DCE P 
1924 Paris group incl. 30c proof in grey-blue (taken from the composite sheetlet of proofs with other
issues), 1924 (Jul 13) cover with 25c & 50c used during the Games sent underpaid to Switzerland,
Olympic 25c tied by Olympic cancel on cover, poster vignette tied to cover, and poster vignettes in two
different colours in blocks of six or eight, plus some loose stamps.
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30167

P / 57

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

1924 Paris Olympics die proof of the essay of the 30c value showing an athlete doing an Olympic
salute, in the rejected design before changes were made (see lot 20199 in our December 2021 Olympic
auction), in orange-brown on glossy paper, very rare and important proof.
30168

300 - 400

P / 57
1924 Paris Olympics die proof of the 30c value showing an athlete doing an Olympic salute, before the
value was changed to 50c, in deep red on glossy paper showing die markings and surround, very fine
and scarce.

30170

30171 (detail)

30169

30169

300 - 400

P 
1924 Paris Olympics die proof of the 30c value showing an athlete doing an Olympic salute, before the
value was changed to 50c, in black on buff paper showing die positional markings (no surround), very
fine and scarce.

30170

400 - 600

P 
1924 Paris Olympics die proof showing an athlete doing an Olympic salute, with void value and left
column before the changes to the issued design for the 50c, in scarlet on thin ribbed paper showing
die positional markings (no surround), a very rare and important proof, one of only six recorded by
Bergman.

30171

400 - 600

P 
1924 Paris Olympics 50c bi-coloured die proof showing an athlete doing an Olympic salute, in yellowbrown and grey on yellowish wove paper, with ms “13” at foot, fine and very rare.

Issued Stamps and Varieties
30172

CC C J 

Maury 186

1924 Olympics 50c in mint part sheet of 55, showing two complete panes of 50, 45 stamps mint nh,
vertical perf. separation on 2nd pane hinged together which has cause some stains, otherwise fine and
scarce multiple (Yv. €5’495).
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Covers and Cancellations
30173

300 - 400

F / 56
1923 (Dec 11) Italian National Gymnastics Federation printed envelope with reverse showing cachet
“International Gymnastic Competition / In Preparation for the Olympiad in Paris / Firenze 1924”
(translation), sent locally in Florence with 10c, vertical fold, very fine and attractive, very rare.

30174

200 - 300

F / 56
1924 Incoming commercial cover from the Warsaw Bank, franked on the reverse with 1921 50’000m on
10m, 1924 200’000m and 300’000m inflation values, with very fine Colombes “JEUX OLYMPIQUES /
PARIS / MAI-JUIN-JUILLET” 29.II.24 roller cancel on arrival, fine and scarce.

30175

200 - 300

P / 60
1924 (Mar 4) Postcard with 25c Semeuse tied by the scarce Colombes “JEUX OLYMPIQUES / PARIS /
MAI-JUIN-JUILLET / 1924” roller publicity cancel, very fine.
Note: Colombes was the venue of the stadium at the 1924 Olympics.

30176

200 - 300

F / 60
1924 (Jun 26) French Olympic Committee printed envelope with “COMITÉ NATIONAL DES SPORTS /
COMITÉ OLYMPIQUE FRANCAIS” at top left, franked with Olympic 50c and Merson 45c & 1F tied by
Paris cds, sent to Luxembourg with arrival bs, cover faults, very scarce.

30177

100 - 150

F / 60
1924 Paris group of 56 covers/cards with Olympic stamps/cancels incl. Papeghin ppc of the opening
ceremony with Semeuse 20c tied by Olympic roller cancel on front, seven with Olympic frankings and
cancels, the rest mostly the slogan cancel, a useful mixture, mixed condition.

Postcards
30178

70 - 100

60
Blanche: Folder for the Blanche illustrated postcards (no postcards included), fine and scarce.

30179

F / 62

200 - 300

F / 60

150 - 200

Blanche: Rowing 15c postal stationery card cancelled on the first day of issue by “JEUX
OLYMPIQUES / PARIS / MAI-JUIN-JUILLET / 1924” Paris 25 VII 1924 slogan cancel, sent to
Germany, very fine and rare.
30180

1924 Paris group of 24 picture postcards incl. nineteen AN Paris ppc’s showing tennis (incl. Lacoste),
football (incl. Andrade from Uruguay and Swiss team with all their results in manuscript on reverse),
fencing, hammer, high jump, long jump, diving, 100m, etc., and five by Papeghin showing the Opening
Ceremony, a couple creased, mostly fine to very fine.
30181

100 - 150

F / 62
1924 Paris group of six postcards incl. real photo pc of a race taking part in the stadium, four AN
Paris postcards depicting Frenchman Lewden, Argentine men’s running team, swimmer Charlton from
Australia and two different views of the stadium, and two unused Floowy illustrated postcards depicting
running and discus (trimmed corners), fine to very fine, plus five “Souvenir des Jeux Olympiques Paris
1924” cards depicting discus thrower.

Memorabilia
30182

1924 Paris & Chamonix official report, fine

30183

60

70 - 100
600 - 700

1924 Paris participant’s diploma on card awarded to William Hammond for fencing, very fine and
beautiful diploma.
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30176
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30178

30187ex1

30180

30183
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30184

62

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

70 - 100

1924 “Très Sport” magazines, two editions, the first from May 1924 entitled “Série des Nos Olympique
I: Le football olympique”, the second from September 1924 which includes a report about the football
at the 1924 Olympics, highly attractive pair.
30185

60 - 80

62
1923-24 “Très sport” magazine, four editions incl. 1 June 1924 “Série des Nos Olympiques II - La
formation du coureur olympique”, 1st July “Série des Nos Olympiques III - Ce que furent, ce que seront
les jeux olympiques”, and 1st May 1923 and 1st March 1924 editions with technical articles about field
events and illustrations from previous Games, very fine.
st

30186

1924 Paris group of books and brochures incl. three copies of “Die Olympischen Spiele - Paris
1924” report of the Games produced by the Swiss Olympic Committee (one HB, two SB), American
“The Literary Digest” August 1924 magazine with Olympic report, “La Domencia del Corriere” 20th
July newspaper depicting illustration of the Olympic Oath at the Opening Ceremony, “Science et la
vie” (missing covers) with report about the construction of the Colombes stadium for the Games,
two versions of the Thomas Cook guide to “Paris & The Battlefields”, “Aire Libra” 26th August sports
magazine, and New York Herald travel guide “Olympic Games 1924 Issue”.

30187

60

50 - 70

300 - 500

1924 Paris and 1928 Amsterdam, collection of 50 glass slides from both Games (roughly 2/3 Paris and
1/3rd Amsterdam), including photos from a spectator in the stand at Paris incl. the Opening Ceremony,
and roughly half of which are hand painted images/caricatures of famous athletes from both Games, a
few with damage, a very interesting lot.
rds

30188

50 - 70

View the images online.
1924 Paris group of 9 press photos & 2 picture book prints, with photos incl. one of Eric Liddle, two of
Paavo Nurmi (one of him competing) as well as USA’s D. Kensey, Harold Osborne and Morgan Taylor
(competing at the Olympic trials), US team aboard SS America and one of an RCF plaque, plus two
prints (from a picture book) by NSP Paris showing US Swimming team and France at the Opening
Ceremony.

30189

50 - 70

View the images online. 
Photograph of GB’s Malcolm Nokes who won the bronze in the hammer at the 1924 Games, taken in
1921 at Oxford & Cambridge vs Harvard & Yale, 177x127mm.

30190

1924 Paris, “Pathé Baby” film reel of the Equestrian competition with handwritten label “Concours
Hippique 1924 Officiers”, one from a series of Pathé movies on the 1924 Summer and Winter Games.

50 - 70

1928 Amsterdam
Issued Stamps, Covers and Cancellations
30191

300 - 400

H F / 62
1928 Amsterdam group incl. Netherlands Olympic Committee printed envelope with 5c machine frank
sent locally, unused NOC headed letter paper, propaganda card for an Olympic swimming stamp used
with 5c Olympic stamp and Olympic pentagonal cancel plus unused card, Olympic slogan machine
cancel on card, airmail cover with Olympic franking, six picture postcards of the stadium incl. 54cm
panoramic card, 30c used single showing offset on reverse, a useful group.

30192

100 - 150

F / 64
1928 Amsterdam group incl. official poster illustrated postcard franked on the reverse die by the 1928
Olympic set of 8 tied by Amsterdam 29.IX.28 cds, sent registered to Switzerland with Yverdon arrival,
some faint tone spots; Olympic pentagonal ds on 10c postage due on philatelic cover, Olympic slogan
cancel on pc and Olympic set on Esperanto sheet with Olympic pentagonal cancels, plus Portugal 15c
fund raising stamp in complete sheet, couple of faults and faded colour from being displayed.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30193

F / 64

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

“NATIONAL COLLECTION OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES 1928” printed envelope sent on 28th Feb 1927
to the Swiss shooting society as part of the fund raising that started that day, with Bern machine
frank, Avers arrival backstamp, envelope has faults and has been refolded to improve its appearance,
very rare.
30194

300 - 400

F / 64
1928 (Aug 11) Official Post Office printed envelope sent free with special Olympic pentagonal ds and
violet cachet of the Stadium Post Office (“Wijkkantoor Post, Telegraaf en Telefoon / Amsterdam Stadion
/ De Beheerder”), very fine and rare official mail from the Stadium P.O.

Huygens Postal Stationery Cards (ordered by Series number)

30195

500 - 700

F P 
1928 Amsterdam official postal stationery card by Huygens, proof in black (Serie D.1) with
“PROEFMODEL” at top and no stationery die, very fine and scarce.

30196

100 - 120

F / 64
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 3001-4000), unused, very fine.

30197

340 - 400

F / 64
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie F. 1) depicting football, unused,
very fine and popular thematic card.

Postcards
30198

120 - 150

F / View the images online.
1928 Amsterdam official picture postcards by Weenenk & Snel, group of 15 unused, numbered 1-6,
9-12, 17, 64, 70, 88 and 98, some faint foxing, very fine.

30199

1928 Amsterdam “Het Stadion” complete booklet of Weenenk & Snel official postcards of the stadium
(11), plus postcard of the poster, a single unused ppc by Weenenk & Snel and one of Amsterdam

30200

F / View the images online. 

50 - 70
100 - 150

1928 Amsterdam group of 28 postcards, press photo of the fencing competition and two photocards
of the men’s final 100m & 400m, incl. 13 official postcards by Weenenk (numbers 10, 11, 18, five of 63
showing the Italian football team), 93, 101, 104, 108 & 120), 8 of the stadium incl. a panoramic card and
one of the poster, six German illustrated cards by Hofer showing different events incl. original wrapper,
plus 3 of Amsterdam (30).
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30192ex

30193

30196
30194

30197

30202
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30201

30203

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1928 Olympic Issues of Other Countries
30201

200 - 300

F / 64
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 22) FIRST DAY: Envelope from Lisbon to Souzel franked on the reverse with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival ds adjacent, some toning around the
stamps, a fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

30202

200 - 300

F / 64
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Envelope from Porto to Lisbon franked on the reverse with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, some toning to the stamps otherwise fine
and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

30203

100 - 150

F / 64
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Postcard (not sent) with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c
cancelled by favour at Sao Bento (which was prohibited), very fine and unusual.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

30204

200 - 300

F / 66
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) THIRD DAY: Commercial envelope from Lisbon to Porto franked with 40c
in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, arrow pointing to the stamp in pen
otherwise fine and rare usage
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal

30205

200 - 300

F / 66
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) THIRD DAY: Commercial envelope from Ovar to Santarem franked with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, very minor toning to the stamps
otherwise very fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

30206

100 - 150

J DCE 
PORTUGAL: 1928 Olympic 15c in complete mint sheet of 90 with margins (margin corner at top right
and bottom right trimmed clear of stamps), minor imperfections, fresh colour, fine and very rare as a
complete sheet.

Memorabilia
30207

200 - 300

62
1928 Amsterdam and St. Moritz official report by the German Olympic Committee, pp.55, SB, minor
wear to cover, a rare book.

30208

150 - 200

66
1928 Amsterdam and St. Moritz group of 13 books/magazines related to the Games incl. Swiss
Olympic Committee report on Amsterdam and St. Moritz, HB, pp.108, and a copy of the paperback
edition, “St. Nicholas”: Over the Olympic Hurdles” July 1928 magazine, “Sport und Sonne” magazine
(Olympic edition), “Welt Olympia 1928 in Wort und Bild”, rowing programme (missing cover), “Het
Oordeel der Olympische Spelen over ons Land”, “Welkom Vreemdeling!!” (2), “Netherlands door en
voor Journalisten Olympische Spelen 1928”, “De Olympische Spelen” by van der Valk, and “De 1Xe
Olympiade of het oude Heidendom geimporteerd bij de christelijke natiën”, and “European Sporting
Activities Amsterdam-Cologne”.
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30217ex
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30216

30222

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30209

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1928 Amsterdam collection of books and magazines incl. the official guide book (one in English, one in
French); luggage label, Swedish official report by Erik Bergvaall, “Officieele Feestuitgave” publication
(SB with loose cover plus a leather bound example), Swiss Olympic Committee report, “Zur Olympiade
1928” by B. Z. am Mittag, “1928 Welt Olympia in Wort und Bild” by the German Athletics Association,
“Sport-Bilder Olympia 1928 Amsterdam” picture card book (complete); “European Sporting Activities
Amsterdam-Cologne”, 1928; “De Olympiade” no.50 22.05.28 official newspaper of the NOC, pack of
Dutch National Costumes photocards; 1928 AAU banquet menu, “Popular Science” magazine with two
page report about the German team, three “Amstelbier Bovenaan” magazines dated June-August 1928,
“St. Nicholas” magazine July 1928, “De Revue der Sporten” August 1928, a 1962 commemorative
book about the stadium, US Olympic team try-outs programme; commemorative “photo album” book
containing 32 pages of photo illustrations; and three examples of “Sport in Beeld” from 1928, plus 8
Erdal-Kwak cards & 6 Godfrey Phillips cigarette cards.
30210

50 - 70

View the images online.
Johnny Weissmuller group of paper memorabilia incl. 11 picture postcards, two cigarette cards and
three press photos, couple of adverts, “Watercade” programme, some more modern items, etc.

30211

100 - 150

66
Olympic flag from the 1928 Amsterdam Games, 77x56cm, with coloured Olympic Rings, a few small
holes and stain spots, an attractive display item.

30212

70 - 100

View the images online.
1928 Amsterdam commemorative plate in blue and white ceramic, 250mm, made by Société Céramique,
Maastricht, showing Amsterdam coat of arms and “IXe OLYMPIADE”, surrounded by garland and 6
images of Olympic events

30213

60 - 80

66
1928 Amsterdam commemorative blue & white porcelain plate, 25cm, made by Société Céramique
Maastricht, showing Amsterdam City Shield in centre surrounded by six Olympic events: soccer,
rowing, running, swimming, cycling and tennis, fine & scarce

30214

50 - 70

View the images online.
1928 Amsterdam commemorative metal plate, 310mm, embossed bronze/copper, showing javelin
thrower with Games legend around edge, a couple of small cracks, fine appearance

30215

Van Melle’s Toffees tin box, 154x154x252mm, in green, orange and blue with 1928 Games legend and
showing different sports events, faded and worn colours, lid has taken a couple of knocks

30 - 40

1928-1932 Intervening Championships
30216

200 - 300

66
1930 Far Eastern Championship Games Official Report, HB, English text, pp.246, some minor wear to
spine, rare.

1932 Lake Placid
30217

F / 66

200 - 300

1932 Lake Placid group covers and postcards incl. two picture postcards used during the Games
at Lake Placid with one of the ski jump on Feb 13th on the last day and real photo postcard of the ski
jump used on 7th Feb, plus 46 postcards of Lake Placid incl. the Olympic arena (some duplication), ten
different illustrated FDCs, printed cover from the Lake Placid Club with Olympic legend, and postcard
written and signed by Gold medal winner Sonia Henie, a rare group.
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30218

F / 66

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1932 Lake Placid group of four 1930s real photo postcards depicting USA bobsleigh team incl. Curtis
Stevens (who won gold in the men’s two), very fine and scarce.
30219

70 - 100

View the images online.
1932 Lake Placid group of official documents incl. three Bobsleigh entry forms (two for 4-man and
one for 2-man), season ticket application, invitation to a reception to meet members of the OC, NY
State Olympic Winter Games Commission unused letterhead paper and envelope, brochure, unused
illustrated envelope and 1932 Feb 16th National Bobsleigh Championships at Lake Placid scorecard,
plus some cigarette photocards.

1932 Los Angeles
30220

150 - 200

CC C F / 68
1932 Los Angeles group covers, postcards and vignettes incl. 13 picture postcards incl. real photo
postcard of the stadium entrance sent during the Games and written by a spectator at the gymnastics,
18 illustrated covers (mostly FDCs), 7 posted aboard US ships, US Olympic Funds sticker, 29 vignettes
and a candy card, and two tickets to a “Motion picture electrical parade and Sports Pageant” at the
stadium in Sep. 1932, a useful lot.

30221

60 - 70

F / View the images online. 
Real photographic picture postcard of Paavo Nurmi with film stars Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford, sent from Helsinki in 1928, very fine.

30222

500 - 600

66
1932 Los Angeles participation medal, some minor spots mostly confined to the edge otherwise very
fine.

30223

200 - 300

66
1932 Los Angeles ladies running vest from the USA team, with US team shield and diagonal red, white
and blue stripe, some holes and imperfections, very scarce.

30224

100 - 150

68
1932 Los Angeles group of 11 picture postcards of Dutch participants who competed at the Games, all
from the same series printed by Rouke & Erhart of Raarn, very fine and scarce.

30225

70 - 100

68
1932 Los Angeles group of 20 press photos of participants (mix of during, before and after the Games)
incl. 6 of USA’s Ben Miller (pole vault gold), US Olympic team, one of the Japanese team’s ship leaving
port, 3 of Masako Shinpo (javelin), GB’s Rampling & Hampson (gold & silver medallists), Eddie Tolan
(100m gold), US hurdles Olympic try-outs, Bill Carr (400m and 4x400m golds), Georgia Coleman (diving)
and German Adolf Metzner, Australian Claire Dennis celebrating gold in 200m breaststroke and US
swimming trials, stadium entrance and Sweden swimmer Ingelborg Sjöqvist.

30226

1932 Los Angeles/Lake Placid collection of 402 loose cigarette cards meant for the “Olympia 1932”
books, incl. original packets, plus four Dutch cigarette cards of the Games.

30227

View the images online.

50 - 70
100 - 150

1932 Los Angeles group of official documents, books, magazines, brochures and paper memorabilia
incl. Aug 4th Olympic Park programme, the official report by the British Olympic Association, official
programme of events and ticket info (3), map of the marathon course, unofficial schedule of events by
a tailor, "All Hail Olympians" lyrics & music booklet, two Olympic Stadium plans by Automobile Club of
Southern California, telephone directory for Olympic Games Executive Organizations, sheet of vignettes
showing landscapes from various competing countries, group of S.S. Bremen cards/brochures/menus,
unused pc of the stadium, "Finland's Candidates for Los Angeles", 8 magazines with features about the
Games and "El Rodeo" University of Southern California 1932 yearbook, etc.
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30228

F / View the images online. 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

60 - 80

1932 Los Angeles Opening Ceremony July 30 programme and used ticket, plus ticket department
envelope, fine.
th

30229

60 - 80

F / View the images online. 
1932 Los Angeles August 9 programme and used ticket for the Swimming Stadium, plus unused
Olympic Village envelope, light tape stain on programme at left otherwise very fine.
th

30230

40 - 60

F / View the images online. 
1932 Los Angeles August 13 programme for the Rowing finals, very fine.
th

30231

60 - 80

F / View the images online. 
1932 Los Angeles Closing Ceremony August 14 programme and used ticket, plus unused Olympic
Village envelope, some pencil markings and tape stain on programme otherwise fine.
th

30232

View the images online. 

60 - 80

Group of three silk scarfs and an “Olympic Scanty pocket Kerchief” in the shape of shorts with Olympic
Rings on its original card, two of the scarves with Olympic Rings around edge (one in black and one in
white), and one depicting a runner in a US jersey (4).
30233

View the images online. 

30 - 50

1932 LA Olympic Stadium bamboo wall hanging, 365x532mm, yellow and orange stadium with legend,
couple of slightly damaged canes, otherwise fine.
30234

View the images online.

50 - 70

Plaque presented to the Women’s Swimming Association by the Michigan Assoc. of the AAU,
243x435mm, silver plated, inscribed with the names of those who won the annual achievement award
from 1929 to 1942, incl. Eleanor Holm who won Gold in the 100m backstroke at 1932 Games, was
suspended from the 1936 Games for attending a cocktail party on the way to the Games, and appeared
as Jane in the Hollywood film “Tarzan’s Revenge,” and Mavis Freeman, who won bronze in 1936, some
damage and wear to plating, still an interesting piece regarding a famous Olympian.
30235

1932 Los Angeles tableware group of 7 ceramic plates (various sizes), teacup and ashtray, all with
Olympic Rings logos (various styles), very fine

30 - 40

1932-1936 Intervening Championships
30236

1930s ca. cast iron item showing three stylised cross-country skiers racing in a frame with Olympic
Rings at top left corner, four feet on the reverse in the corners, very fine and attractive item.

50 - 70

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
30237

G F DFE / View the images online.

300 - 500

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen collection of covers and postcards incl. a beautiful handpainted album
page of the official poster and mountain scenes around the set of stamp and stationery card, official
press lettersheet with set tied by Olympic cds, 8pf machine frank from the Mayor’s Office on an
envelope, 30+ covers/cards/fronts with the pictorial machine cancel from a range of places, 12+6pf on
cover used on first day of issue, set on Olympic stationery card sent registered with Olympic cancel,
parcel card with machine cancel, incoming with commercial sender’s cachet for the Games, 100+
picture postcards (mix of unused and used) incl. 10-card concertina pack of pcs, 48 photocards, 11
press photos, etc., a very useful lot for the specialist of online retailer.
30238

F / 68
1936 25+15pf Winter Olympics with “Pol” perfin of the Police, along with five other definitives with “Pol”
perfins tied by Berlin C25 cds to address label on part cover (reduced at right) with police cachet and
registration label below, very scarce official perfins especially on the Winter Olympics stamp.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30239

F / 68

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

60 - 80

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen Olympics 3pf machine frank from the Mayor’s Office on an envelope,
very fine.
30240

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen “Postal leaflet for the visitors of the IV Olympie-Winter-Games at
Garmisch-Partenkirchen 1936”, 59x42cm, with illustrated aerial map on one side and trilingual legend
on reverse, fine and scarce.

30241

80 - 100

View the images online.
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen stamps solicitation letter from the Regional Representative of the
Reichsportführer, asking the recipient to buy larger quantities of the Olympic stamps in order to support
the Games and German sport, with illustrations of the set below, pencil notes on front and reverse, fine
and unusual.

30242

200 - 300

68
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen A4-size official poster, offset printing by Chromolithogr. Kunstanstalt
A.G., light toning, corner crease, fine and scarce.

30243

“Bayerische Zugspitzbahn” poster, 42x60cm, design by Edwin Henel showing the Zugspitze mountain in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen with resort and cable car, timetable below for Winter 1935/36, with “Increased
traffic during the Winter Olympics” (translation), fine and very rare

500 - 700

30244

72

200 - 300

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen, group of hand-painted sketches for two designs of the visitors’ badge
and two designs for different book covers, ex Ingrid Oneil auction 19 lots 44-45 and auction 22 lots
319-320, unique.
30245

200 - 300

68
1936 General ticket for the whole Games from 6 to 16 February for all venues, signed on reverse,
very fine and rare.
th

30246

th

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of three real photo postcards of participants by Anton Ehm of
Nuremburg, with one thought to be of Japanese Hiroshi Tadano and the other two of German skiers,
very fine and scarce.

50 - 80
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30247

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of brochures and a book, incl. official ticket price list, Official
Assistance Stations for Motorists leaflet, Spanish version of the official programme and ticket price list,
20 publicity/tourist brochures for the Games or area (three in English, one in French, rest in German),
English guide book of the area, “Kurzeitung und Fremdenlifte Garmisch Partenkirchen OlympiaNummer” magazine with a list of visitors, small group of travel leaflets from a visitor kept in a folder
with handpainted Olympic flag and official visitors pin badge attached (rubbed), “Winter-Olympia
1936” book by le Fort and Hester (ex Baillet-Latour library), Olympic legend on Bank lettersheet, Time
magazine depicting Leni Riefenstahl with report about the Opening Ceremony and Games, Maxi & Ernst
Baier show programme and flyer, “Winterpracht über Garmisch-Partenkirchen und Ungebung” picture
book (foxed), 1936 “Skating Carnival” magazine with ad for the Games, and a picture card album
(binding faults, complete).
30248

200 - 300

View the images online.
“American Olympic Association News” for the 1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen Games, three copies
dated August 19th 1935, August 27th 1935 and September 3rd 1935 (the first three of the series) with a
series of articles written by Bill Henry with intros by Avery Bundage, fine and scarce.

30249

200 - 300

72
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of 5 unused official entry forms (in triplicate) for skating incl. ice
hockey, curling demonstration event, military ski patrol, skiing competitions, and bobsleigh, fine to
very fine.

30250

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of three official documents incl. leaflet about the identification for
vehicles, armbands and ID cards, and two letters on official headed paper, one from General Secretary
about the opening speech by Dr Ritter von Halt, and another from the Organisation Committee about
a booking form.

30251

80 - 100

CC / 72
1936-50s US Olympic Fund group incl. Garmisch-Partenkirchen American Olympic Team luggage label,
very fine and scarce; plus American Olympic Fund window decal to raise funds for the 1940 Olympic
Games, 1936 Berlin(?) gummed label, 1956 “Lions Club contributor US Olympic Fund” decal and two
more different decals probably from 1956 or 1960, and three card tags in the shape of the shield with
“HELP AMERICA WIN / 1936”, fine to very fine.

30252

80 - 100

72
Brochure for “Jugend der Welt”, the Winter Olympia Film about Garmisch-Partenkirchen, and “Sport
und Soldaten” (propaganda film), fold-out brochure by the NSDAP Film Region Thueringen, with 6
sections showing different illustrations, attractive.

30253

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen four-page advertising letter and two A4 flyers from the company C.
Lorenz AG, a German electrical and electronics firm who were appointed by the Organising Committee,
with the letter sent to reporters attending the Games to encourage them to use their equipment for
reporting the news back to HQ, and one flyer advertising their tape machine at the Games and one for
their telex system at the Games, an unusual trio.

30254

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen photo report book by the German Post Office depicting their services
during the Winter Games, 37x25cm, 56 pages with a black & white photo on each with legend, fine and
very rare book

500
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30255

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen, group of photocards and a book, incl. Huber-Serien - Serie 39:
Passionsdorf Oberammergau set of 12 with original wrapper, and Presse-Bild-Zentrale set of 12 incl.
original wrapper, both sets approx. 9x7cm, very fine; Yramos-Dresden - Bild 1-75 complete set of 75 in
three groups of 25 with folders for each, very fine; and “Winter Olympia 1936” by Le Fort and Harster,
1935, HB, 48pp plus picture plates.

40 - 50

30256

72

100 - 150

Robot Olympiade Bilderdienst advertising poster for the use of their cameras at the Games, 29x39cm,
framed, showing a picture of the famous ice skater Ernst Baier with “Daily new photos from the 1936
Olympics in Garmisch-Partenkirchen” below, very fine.
30257

“Maxi Herber und Ernst Baier siegen bei den IV. Olympischen Winterspiele und erhalten die Goldene
Medaille” Kodak film reel, fine.

50 - 70

30258

Sonia Henie memorabilia lot incl. 2 picture postcards, 19 press photos, ppc of her skating in 1936
Garmisch, boxed pair of her branded pleasure skates, “Die Esiskönigin” programme, contemporary
celluloid pin badge, sheet music from her movie “One in a Million”, US ticket for her show, 10 magazines
& a newspaper with her featured inside or on the cover, advertising card for a magazine with her on the
cover, a biography and some newspaper clippings.

100 - 150

30259

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of four pins and 8 more modern walking stick plaques, with pins
incl. enamelled & white metal pin showing skier in shield between edelweiss and above “GarmischPartenkirchen” and Olympic Rings (missing pin), white metal plated copper badge with two ski poles
behind mountain with Olympic Rings and “GARMISCH” engraved, and two white metal pins with one
showing ski and ski pole behind Garmisch shield and other showing rifle with stags head.

50 - 70

30260

View the images online. 

50 - 70

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen car plaque with Edelweiss above Olympic Rings, silvered (darkly toned),
79x104mm, scarce
30261

80 - 100

72
1936 Garmisch Partenkirchen participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by
Bertoni, numbered with original white wallet, very fine.

30262

70 - 100

72
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen participant’s 50km skiing arm band, white cloth with “50 Klm.” in black
and violet Games cachet below, very scarce.

1936 Berlin
30263

80 - 100

G F DFE / 72
CONI (Italian Olympic Committee) printed envelope for the Boxing Federation 1936 Olympic training
camp, unused, very fine and scarce.

30264

100 - 150

F / 74
1936 (Apr 1) Printed envelope for the “Olympic Training Community” in Köln, with printed header “RE:
The Special Trip to Berlin” (translation), sent locally in Cologne with 3pf tied by slogan cancel, incl.
original printed letter “Circular to all participants of our special trip to the Berlin Olympic Games 1936”,
very fine and scarce.

30265

200 - 300

F / 74
1936 (Jun 25) Canadian Olympic Committee printed envelope sent to the Organisation Committee in
Kiel with 1c and 4c tied by Toronto machine cancel, very fine and scarce.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Mi. 5DD var

20’000 - 30’000

Stamps

Detail of the double print stamp (image at 2x actual size).

30266

CC J 

1936 Berlin mini sheet with showing variety double print of the 40+35pf, very fine and post office fresh,
the unique example known, this being the discovery item of this error which was only recently found
after 85 years since its issue; a major showpiece of these popular issues and a rarity of the Third Reich
period with no other double print known on a Deutsches Reich sheet, cert. Schlegel (2021).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30267

CC 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

7’000 - 10’000

1936 Olympic Torchbearer 12pf + 6pf carmine-red, complete unopened coil roll of 300 stamps with
approx. 30 coil joins, showing lead strip with imprinted and manuscript information: “Olympiamarken 300
Stück zu 12 + 6 Rpf / (ms “25./6. 36”) Wert: 54 RM (ms “14909”)”“Schlußstreifen zu 4 Marken=blättchen”
(handstamped number & signature). An important item for the Berlin Olympic connoisseur & major rarity.
Note: The German Post office made the coil by cutting sheets into strips of ten, and then connecting
the strips by coil joins or tabs on the reverse, these coils were made especially for vending machines.

Vignettes
30268

20 - 30

DCE DCE / View the images online. 
Argentina Olympic committee 10c fund raising stamp, minor bends and a little discolouration at top
right, unusual & scarce.

30269

200 - 300

F / 74
1935 (Nov 25) Envelope with set of three Poland fund raising labels for the 1936 Games and franked on
both sides with postage, all tied by Bydgoszcz cds and registered hs below, sent to Breslau with arrival
bs, attractive and rare usage of these vignettes.

30270

150 - 200

F / 74
Group of six covers/cards incl. 5pf postal stationery card with Olympic Bell and poster vignettes in
German tied by Olympic Village machine cancel and Bell cancel, 1936 cover with Brazilian Sports
Confederation 200r fund-raising label sent within Santos, cover Salvador to Germany with printed
Olympic Bell vignette, Turkish Olympic bell vignette used as an envelope seal on censored cover from
Turkey to Germany, commemorative card with poster vignette on revere (not tied) and Argentina fund
raising label on cover sent within Argentina (not tied), a fine and scarce group.

Special Postmarks
30271

500 - 700

F / 74
Argentina: 1936 (Apr 27) Envelope with “Visite la XI Olimpiada Internacional en Berlin” slogan meter
mark with arrival ds, reverse with imprint of the Banco Germanico, very fine and very scarce

30272

F / 74

300 - 400

Spiro Louis signed official picture postcard of the Opening Ceremony with franking tied by Olympic
Bell “Stadion” cds, with “Spiro Louis / Marathonsiefer von I. Olympiade 1896 / BERLIN OLYMPIADORF:
1936” hs and signed below by the famous marathon winner in the 1896 Games, light crease at top,
very fine and scarce.
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30277ex1

30279ex

30281
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30277ex2

30280

30282

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30273

F / 74

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1936 (Aug 12) Envelope sent registered by Hindenburg Zeppelin with 2M airmail tied by Olympic Village
“bell” pictorial cancel with matching registration label adjacent, with “Europa-Nordamerika” cachet and
Frankfurt cds adjacent, New York arrival bs, very fine and scarce Zeppelin cover sent from the Olympic
Village.
30274

50 - 80

F / 78
1936 (Jul 6) Hungarian 10f postal stationery card with uprated franking all cancelled by the Olympic Bell
“Olympische Dorf” cancellation, with message on reverse saying it was sent from the Olympic Village
and arrival cds, most unusual usage of foreign stamps being accepted through the Olympic post office.

30275

80 - 100

F / 78
1936 (Jul 24) “BERLIN STADT DER OLYMPIADE 1936 DER OBERBÜRGERMEISTER” slogan 025pf
machine frank on “Olympia Youth Accommodation Office” printed envelope with the Olympic Bell, fine
and scarce

30276

50 - 70

F / View the images online.
1936 Berlin, two Torch Relay cards, one from Greece with franking on special printed torch relay card
with Olympic Bell cancels of the Village and stadium on arrival; and Austrian torch relay illustrated card
with special torch relay cancel (corner fault).

30277

500 - 700

G F DFE collection / 78
1936 Berlin collection of covers and cards incl. 12 Olympic frankings sent registered from Olympic post
offices, three Hindenburg Olympiafahrt Zeppelin covers/cards, Hellendorf torch relay cover, 5 various
Olympic slogan machine franks on fronts & 3 covers (incl. the scarce pictorial machine frank), unused
Olympic Stadium telegram form, 9 receipts of posting with Olympic bell cancels and 100+ covers and
Olympic postal stationery (incl. a first day 15+10pf card underpaid to Belgium) with Olympic roller
cancels, Kiel cancels, Bell cancels, etc. (some German sports related from 1936), printed envelopes,
mini sheets incl. scarce wrapper for 20 sheets, three Reichspost pages with the Olympic set tied by
Olympic cancels, cover from 1940 when the Olympic Village was used by the German Army, German
dealer’s Aug 1936 brochure advertising the Olympic issues for sale, etc., a great mixed lot (120+).

30278

200 - 300

F collection / View the images online. 
1936 Berlin group of 48 covers/cards/stationery incl. six Hindenburg Olympiafahrt Zeppelin flights with
German frankings (one with Olympic booklet stamps, one with Olympic set sent registered from the
Olympic Village), cover with Olympic set sent registered from Kiel with special cancel, pair of covers
with mini sheets sent registered from the Olympic stadium with Bell cancels, etc., a useful mixture of
the different cancels.

30279

200 - 300

F DFE collection / 78
1921-41, Group of “Deutscher Reichsbund für Leibesübungen” printed covers and a variety of slogan
machine franks; 8 covers and a large piece, incl. 1936 (Jul 16) cover with machine frank sent to the
Berlin Organising Committee, three from 1938-39 with machine franks sent to the Yacht Club in Kiel,
and three with printed envelope including 1937 cover from the Football department, interesting and
unusual group.

Hindenburg Olympic Flight
30280

100 - 150

78
Belgium: 1936 (Jul 18) Pictorial airmail envelope sent with 20c tied by Brussels cds with Olympiafahrt
cachet adjacent, reverse with Berlin and Frankfurt cds, very fine and attractive (Mi. €600).

30281

100 - 150

F / 78
Netherlands Indies: 1936 (Jul 23) Envelope with 14-stamp franking tied by Batavia “Verzend per
Luchpost” machine cancels, with Hindenburg Olympiafahrt cachet adjacent, reverse with Berlin transit
and Bandoeng arrival cds, some minor toning, fine and attractive.
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30287ex

30311
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30303ex

30304ex

30308

30312

30313

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30282

F / 78

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

Netherlands Indies: 1936 (Jul 25) Envelope with 6-stamp franking tied by Batavia cds, with Hindenburg
Olympiafahrt cachet adjacent, with flags of participating Olympic nations affixed to the front, reverse
with Berlin transit, some minor toning, fine and attractive.
30283

60 - 80

F / View the images online. 
Netherlands Indies: 1936 (Jul 23) Envelope with 30c, 30c and 40c tied by Bandoeng cds with Hindenburg
Olympiafahrt cachet below, reverse with Berlin transit and return Bandoeng arrival cds, very fine.

30284

100 - 150

80
Hindenburg LZ129 Zeppelin group of books, postcards and memorabilia incl. 18 picture postcards
(mostly of LZ129 incl. real photo card taken from LZ129), press photo of LZ129 with Olympic Rings
on, pack of 12 photocards of Opening Ceremony with some of the Zeppelin, two flyers dropped by
Zeppelin during the “Hitler Re-election and Rheinland Referendum Flight” (one with tape stain), 15
airship/flight magazines from 1936, before and after the disaster, five books from 1936-38, Castle Films
News parade film reel with footage of the disaster, two 1936-37 German newspaper fronts, five modern
books, etc.

30285

1936 Hindenburg Zeppelin LZ129 commemorative bronze medal, 108mm, inscribed “Hindenburg
L.Z.129” around image of the Zeppelin above an oak tree and the other side with “1. SudAmerikafahrt: Friedrichshafen-Rio de Janeiro / der deutsche Liftungswille / 1. April 1936” around
owl and anvil, very fine.

100 - 150

Postcards and Photographs
30286

200 - 300

F / View the images online.
1936 Berlin, group of 170+ picture postcards, incl. set of 12 illustrated cards of old Berlin with wrapper
to commemorate the Games, real photo ppc's of Gold medal cyclist Arie van Vliet, ppc of double gold
medal winner Kristjan Palusalu (wearing Estonia team pin & participation badge), fencing and torch
relay, anaglyph 3D cards ("Plastoreoscope") incl. original 2 wrappers, etc. a good mixture.

30287

150 - 200

F / 80
1936 Berlin group of 150+ picture postcards, a mix of used and unused incl. Olympic stamps/
cancellations, many of the stadia and environs, also incl. empty original wrapper for 1000 postcards,
a useful lot.

30288

150 - 200

F / View the images online.
1936 Berlin group of 100 picture postcards, a great variety incl. the different sporting arenas, the Village,
Kiel, the city, etc., some used, very fine and interesting lot.

30289

150 - 200

F / View the images online.
1936 Berlin, group of 115 picture postcards, many of the Olympic stadium, some “3D” anaglyph cards,
some used, a useful selection
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30314ex2

30314ex1

30307ex

30323

30321ex2

30322

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30290

1936 Berlin accumulation of photocards, cigarette cards and photographs, incl. “1936 Olympia”
cigarette cards in their original packets with “Bilder Gruppe 53-61 (some duplicates and loose), “Franck
Olympia-Sportbilder” series 11-29 with wrappers, “Kampfregeln für die Olympischen Spiele” cards
(incomplete, with duplicates), pack of negatives, various others incl. some original photos taken by
visitors (many hundreds).

200 - 300

30291

View the images online.

200 - 300

1936 Berlin group of 55 press photos, incl. the stadium, the torch run, the opening ceremony, events
such as horse riding, yachting at Kiel, high jump, wrestling, participants (incl. before the Games), etc., a
few with faults, a useful lot for the specialist.
30292

150 - 200

View the images online.
1936 Berlin group of 37 press photos and pictures of participants posing and competing (mix of during
the Games and before in trials) incl. a photo of the making of the Olympic Bell, with rowing, boxing,
track and field, many of USA athletes incl. Helen Stephens (100m gold) with Hitler, Forrest Towns (110m
hurdle gold), USA decathlon trio that took gold, silver and bronze, several of US team members aboard
SS Manhattan en route to the Games, etc.

30293

1936 Berlin group of 6 cigarette/picture card albums incl. the two volume “Olympia 1936” books
(with dust jackets, both complete); “Olympische Spiele 1936” by Sidolwerken Siegel & Co (complete),
“Brennpunkte des Deutschen Sports band I: Zwischen den Olympischen Spielen” (missing 1 card),
“Rekord im Sport”, 1934 (missing 1 card) and “Staats: Wappen und Flaggen 1936” (complete).

100 - 150

30294

1936 Berlin group of 7 photo albums/scrapbooks, six of which have Berlin Olympic legend or Rings
on the cover, good mix of photocards as well as some postcards, a Polo ticket in one, couple of silk
bookmarks, two albums with photocards from other cities as well and one with newspaper/magazine
cuttings, an interesting lot.

100 - 150

30295

1936 Berlin/Garmisch group of 11 photocard/cigarette card books incl. “Die XI. Olympiade Berlin
1936” by Söhne (one complete, one empty), “Olympia 1936” volumes 1 & 2 by Altona-Bahrenfeld,
“Brennpunkte des Deutschen Sports band 1” (2, one with 1 card missing), “Olympische Spiele 1936”
by Siegel, and “Olympia 1936” by Pet. Cremer, “Wappen und Flaggen 1936” and 1938 Swiss “Sport”
cigarette card book, and “Deutsche kämpfer Olympia 1936”, all complete unless otherwise stated,
covers in mixed condition, an attractive lot.

100 - 150

30296

View the images online.

100 - 120

1936 Berlin group of 5 press photographs, approx.245x180mm, incl. the Opening Ceremony, USA’s
Cornelius Johnson who won Gold in the high jump, Jesse Owens at start of 100m and one of him
crossing the finish line, and four athletes practising a sprint start, plus two official postcards showing C.
Johnson and Earl Meadows in the Pole Vault.
30297

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Berlin group of 14 real photo postcards printed by Agfa, numbered in pencil on reverse 12-25,
showing gymnastics, athletics, torch run, Jesse Owens, Zeppelin, Water Polo, etc., very fine and scarce.

30298

100 - 150

View the images online.
“Deutschland” Third Reich propaganda photo book by Carstensen, Hitzer and Richter, printed by the
Volk und Reich Verlag, pp.260, HB, in original slipcase with Nazi logo, printed in 1936 with one double
spread showing the Olympic stadium near completion, with card insert in German “Presented at the
Official Reception by the Committee on the Occasion of the Berlin 1936 Olympic Games”, plus official
invitation card to the Games for Mr von Kammermayer, rare.

30299

70 - 100

View the images online.
Group of cigarette / photo card albums incl. “Bulgaria Sport-Photos” (complete with 272 cards), 1934,
depicting 1932 and 1936 medal winners, “Die Grosse Flaggen Parade der Welt in Olympia-Jahr 1936”
with pictures of flags of the world (complete), “Olympia 1936” Band 1 for the Winter Games (2 copies,
both complete), plus German albums for 1952 Helsinki (2 with one complete) and Oslo (complete)
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30341ex

30327ex2

30330ex

30327ex3

30339

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30300

1936 Berlin Official Report in English, two volumes, fine examples of the much scarcer English version

600 - 800

30301

Official poster in Spanish, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset printing, showing
victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, unfortunately the bottom has been damp and
has disintegrated in parts around “JUEGOS OLIMPICOS”, would still make a striking item if this part
was removed.

100 - 150

30302

View the images online.

200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Documents, Programmes, Tickets, etc.

1936 Berlin group of eight Organising Committee circulars, with three “1st Circular” dated Feb 1936 in
French, Italian & Spanish which was sent to IOC members, NOCs and Sports Federations; three “3rd
Circular” March 1936 in Spanish, Italian & French to NOCs, and two “2nd Circular to Sports Federations”
dated May 1936 in French & Spanish, fine and scarce (8).
30303

100 - 150

80
“Olympia-Pressedienst” Organising Committee newsletters, nos.27-33 followed by nos.1-5 for the Art
competition privately bound in a HB cover.

30304

200 - 300

80
“Olympia-Pressedienst” Organising Committee notices, group incl. seven with results from the fencing,
two with boxing bouts, one with day programme and one for shooting results, scarce (11).

30305

100 - 150

View the images online.
Olympic Press News in Finnish language, nos.18-23 and 25-31, all issues complete, all very fine and
scarce (13 issues).

30306

80 - 100

View the images online.
1936 Berlin official shooting score sheet for a Greek participant in the Free Pistol event, Aug 7th, light
creases, fine.

30307

200 - 300

82
1936 Berlin group of 14 official brochures produced by the tourist office in association with the
Organising Committee, 11 showing the Olympic poster design in four different versions (blue & buff;
grey-green and brown; blue and multicoloured) in different languages incl. Polish, Finnish, English,
Spanish, German and French, as well as two showing Olympic Rings Brandenburg Gate in Spanish,
French and Italian, an interesting group.

30308

80 - 100

80
1936 Organisation Committee cheque payable for 240RM, with OC cachet and signature on reverse,
most unusual.

30309

80 - 100

View the images online. 
“Hamburg Training Group for the Olympiad 1936” membership card issued by the German Athletics
Association, with Olympic bell on reverse, belonging to Ewald “Blacky” Schwarz who couldn’t compete
at the Games due to ill health, incl. biography of him drafted for the Bergdorfer Zeitung.

30310

80 - 100

View the images online.
“Wichtige Information!” (Important Information) A4 leaflet for photographic reporters at the Games,
with illustrations of the arm patch to be worn at all times and the two ID cards and the rules the
photographers must follow, the meaning of the different coloured arm bands, the penalties associated
with breaking the rules, etc., a scarce document.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30311

80

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

International Canoe Federation programme for a welcoming evening for the German and Foreign
participants at the Berlin Games, Aug 4th at the Zoo Marmorsaal, pp.3, vert. crease, fine.
30312

100 - 150

80
Application for a 50% reduction on travel costs and free transport of luggage for a committee member/
association member/press agent at the Berlin Games, from the Deutsches Reichsbahn-Gesellschaft,
from Kiel to Berlin and back to Kiel with “XI. OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936” Bell hs and Organising
Committee hs for Kiel along with “Dr. Diem” handstamped signature, fine and very scarce.

30313

100 - 150

80
Application for a 50% reduction on travel costs and free transport of luggage for a Belgian official press
agent at the Berlin Games, from the Deutsches Reichsbahn-Gesellschaft, with Belgian “Comité national
d’éducation phsyique et comité olympique Belge” cachet and “XI. OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936” Bell hs,
along with “Dr. Diem” and “Baillet-Latour” handstamped signatures, fine and very scarce.

30314

200 - 300

82
1936 Berlin accumulation of 100+ travel and tour brochures to Germany and its cities with adverts,
guides or plans for the Games, incl. examples produced by the tourist office in association with the
organising committee, tourist bureaus, airlines, cruise companies, motor clubs, etc., a variety of
languages, an interesting collection.

30315

Uruguayan passport belonging to Elbio Estrada Susviela, noted inside as being “President of the
National Delegation Commission for Physical Education to the Olympic Committee in Berlin” in Spanish,
French and English, also Danzig Free state passport of a visitor with traveller’s cheque hs with Olympic
Rings above “Olympiade 1936”.

30316

82

50 - 70

100 - 150

1936 Berlin Olympic Festivals group, incl. ticket to the Olympic “Grosses Festspiel” 1st Aug, ticket to
the Richard Wagner Festspiel at the Operahaus 6th Aug, three tickets from the Festspiel at the Stadium
in 1937, program for the Olympic Youth Festspiel, brochure about the Dietrich Eckhart-Buehne theatre
built for the Games as well as program for the Olympic Concert there and two for “Herakles”, plan
of the festivities during the Games, flyer for the YMCA convert at the Dietrich-Eckart-Bühne theatre,
“Olympische Reigen” by Carl Orff sheet music booklet, programme for the “Hymn to Apollo” at the
Pergamon Museum 29th July, and book of National Anthems music for the Games, etc.
30317

80 - 100

View the images online. 
1936 Berlin “Festival of the Competitors” at Deutschland Hall Aug. 16 1936, brochure with the
programme and speech by the IOC President in five different languages, fine and scarce.
th

30318

View the images online. 

100 - 150

“Olympic Village in Döberitz” passport booklet for Lieutenant Schäfer after the Games when it was used
by the Military, signed by his Captain, with cachet “Olympisches Dorf / Döberitz / Hauptvermaltung”
around Olympic Rings, plus two SB books about the Olympic Village in German produced shortly after
the Games when the Wehrmacht took over.
30319

“Meine Verpflichtung!” (“My Obligation”) booklet belonging to Helmut Berthold, gold medal winner in
men’s handball, signed by him, with text beginning “The Olympic bell calls the youth of the world to the
1936 Olympic Games in Germany, calls them to peaceful competition, but also to the toughest fights, it
calls me too!”, dated on reverse 16th Sep 1934, very fine and scarce.

30320

View the images online.
Group of five tickets incl. two “Eintrittskarte” single entry tickets, one for sight-seeing of the Olympic
Stadium and two to the Olympic Village in Döberitz issued by the Reichs War Ministry when it was used
as a barracks after the Games.
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100 - 150

50 - 70

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30321

F / 82

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Collection of correspondence and memorabilia from Ronald W. Hibbard, USA Baseball participant at
the 1936 Olympics, including 7 covers/cards sent by him with four being postcards which include
his descriptions about the Olympic Village, Opening Ceremony and one of the matches, plus official
large fold-out map and a brochure, “1936 AMERICAN OLYMPIC TEAM 18” ribbon, an S.S. President
Roosevelt American Olympic Team passenger list, incoming cover to him in the Olympic Village, press
photo of Hitler at the Swimming, and a 1959 letter and envelope to him from Vice-President Richard
Nixon.
30322

200 - 300

82
Bulgarian Olympic Committee special 32 page booklet with instructions and information pertaining to
Torch Relay through Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary & on to Germany, franked 30st pair tied on
front of booklet with BULGARIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE cachet in blue alongside, an extremely rare
showpiece

Medals
30323

150 - 200

82
1936 Berlin participation medal, dark patination, very fine

30324

70 - 100

View the images online.
Two Swedish team pins: Canoeing Team stick-pin, 21x29mm, silvered with enamel, showing Swedish
sailing flag bordered by inscription with coloured Olympic rings below, tarnished; and Fencing team pin
badge in gilt and blue enamel showing two swords in front of the Olympic Rings, fine.

30325

1936 Berlin “Carovana Azzurro / XI. OLIMPIADE BERLINO 1936 XIV” Italian Air Force flight to Berlin
medal, with Olympic Bell surrounded by legend, and reverse with fasces surrounded by five rings, fine
and scarce

80 - 100

Other Memorabilia
30326

300 - 400

84
Group of four original hand illustrated (in black ink) comic strips by Phil Berube (1935-1938) and one by
Hollreiser (1958), one entitled “U.S. Olympic Prospects” depicting Uncle Sam and hurdler Al Moreau,
one entitled “The 1936 Olympics” depicting racist stereotype of Jesse Owens and hammer throwers
Don Elser and Anton Kishon; one depicting Jesse Owens and Eleanor Holm (with The Bell Syndicate
archive label) and one depicting Forrest Towns; and the latter depicting Jesse Owens done for the
Chicago Tribune, an attractive an unusual group (5).

30327

200 - 300

84
Group of three books from the Baillet-Latour collection, former President of the IOC, incl. “L’Art Equestre
du Monde aux Jeux Olympiques Berlin 1936” by Gustav Rau, SB, pp.22, 1937; “Die Reitkunst der Welt
an den Olympischen Spielen 1936 von Grau”, HB, pp.400, a presentation copy given by the German
OC with Baillet-Latour bookplate; Swedish Olympic Committee official report for Berlin 1936; very fine.
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30328

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1936 Berlin group of memorabilia about Swedish participants, incl. "Svenska Olympiatruppen vid
XI Olympiaden i Berlin" brochure with list of Swedish participants, bag tag "SVERIGE-BERLIN
OLYMPIADEN 1936 / SKANE-HALLAND", brochure from the Idrottsbladet to participants going to
the Games, "Svenska Idrottsstjärnor i träning och kamp" book (faults) with Swedish participants,
participant's printed luggage label with Games legend and Olympic rings, Swedish Gymnastics
Federation group of 6 items incl. Organising Committee printed envelope sent to Boras and menu for
dinner Aug 1936 at Berlin Zoo with pencil sketches of people attending, "Svensken P.H. Ling 18391939" book, and a Swedish free travel card during the Olympics (might not be 1936).
30329

84

200 - 300

Collection of 70+ various magazines and newspapers from late 1935 to 1936 with various articles about
the (mostly) Berlin Games and Garmisch-Partenkirchen Games, mostly German or American, incl. 42
copies of “Die Yacht” magazine, an intriguing lot.
30330

84

200 - 300

Collection of cruise ship dinner menus and programmes on sailings to the Olympics from JuneAugust 1936, with three from Hamburg-Amerika Linie with Games legends at top, a programme, Sep
1936 menu in the shape of a bell and a handpainted card which is possibly an essay for a notice
for participating in the onboard games, 17 items from Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen incl. advertising
brochure “Nordddeutscher Llyod Bremen Goes Olympic”, letter from the President of the company with
embossed Olympic bell at top, and menus from the “Bremen” and “Columbus” as well as one for the
Olympic Village (3rd Aug), and United States Lines SS Manhattan menus (2) and list of passengers, a few
from 1935, etc., an interesting lot for the specialist to tell the story about how visitors and participants
got to the Games (31 items).
30331

View the images online.

200 - 300

1936 German State Olympic Award Cup, 310mm tall, silver plated, with engraved Games legend,
Olympic Rings and eagle & swastika, laurel wreath handles, some corrosion and toning, rare

30332

Airforce Regiment “General Goering” hand engraved champagne bucket in silvered metal presented
to Gerhard Gustmann on his gold medal victory in Rowing, 200mm high, 200mm diameter, showing
swastika above “Grünaüs / grässter Held” (Grunau’s greatest hero” and “Dem Leutnant Gustman /
Regiment “General Göring””.
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30333

90

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1936 Berlin group of four music booklets incl. “Olympia-Trumphmarsch” sheet music by Bernhard
Kutsch (folder with 7 copies of the music), “Our Olympic Journey 1936” lyrics (German) from the
“Berlingymnasternas Fest” 19th Sep 1936, “Hymnen der Völfer” national anthems for Berlin 1936, and
“Das Deutsche Webelied zur 11.Olympiade Berlin 1936” sheet music, fine and scarce group.
30334

150 - 200

View the images online.
Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film group of 7 items incl. Organising Committee issued ID cards with
one allowing access to the Reichsportfeld and one also allowing access to the dignitaries box (both
seem to have a part removed), “Staatspolitische Filme” booklet about the movie printed by the Reichs
Propaganda Bureau, pp.64; “Olympiade-Film-Gesellschaft M.B.H.” headed letter to a staff member,
A4 flyer by Haus de Länder theatre in Berlin for the movie in September 1938, coloured still from the
German film review office, a Hamburg theatre flyer for the “Ballade vom Marathon-Lauf” and “Filmkurier” “Olympia Fest der Voelker” advertising brochure.

30335

“Asiatische Rieterspiele, ein Beitrag zur Kulturgeschichte der Völker, Berlin”, 1941, HB, by Carl Diem,
a presentation copy given to Baillet-Latour (President of the IOC) and endorsed inside by Carl Diem
(Secretary General of the Organizing Committee of the Berlin Olympic Games), small imperfections to
cover, fine and rare, ex Baillet-Latour.

100 - 150

30336

Collection of 16 fold-out maps, mostly of Berlin during the Olympics and 3 of the just the Olympic
stadium/area, plus a small map and two non-Olympic of Garmisch-Partenkirchen

100 - 150

30337

View the images online.

100 - 150

Leni Riefenstahl, collection of books, brochures and magazines, with brochures/programmes for her
movies with 11 “Olympia: Fest de Voelker” (4 different versions), 7 “Olympia: Fest der Schönheit” (4
different versions), signed greetings card from her, picture postcard, 1936 Time magazine with her on
front cover incl. report of the Garmisch Opening Ceremony, two stills from “SOS Iceberg” movie, 1936
“hör mit mir”, “Das Schnälbchen” and 1933 “die junge dame” with her on front cover, 1944 “The Women
in Hitlers Life” booklet (2), six 1936/38 German magazines with her on the front cover of two, 1970
“Silent Picture” with her on front cover (plus 12 other copies), 1973 “Film Culture” with tribute to her, etc.
30338

100 - 150

View the images online.
Autographs: 10 items with signatures of mostly German participants incl. autobiography of Ellen Preis
signed inside (a German Jewish fencer who won gold in 1932 and bronze in 1936 & 1948 competing
for Austria after being rejected by the German Federation), picture postcard of Josef Manger signed by
him (weightlifting Gold), Heinz Raack (silver in Field Hockey) signed on photocopy of the hockey team,
Marie Dollinger (women’s 4x100m), two Canada basketball team members, one that looks to have been
signed by a German gold medal winning handball player, two of Maria Kwasniewska on modern photos,
and one on the back of a photo of four athletics athletes but unidentified by us, Fred Luehring Chairman
of the US Olympic Swimming Committee on card with Olympic Rings, plus actor Hans Brausewetter
who starred in the film “Der Läufer von Marathon” (“The Marathon Runner”) (11).

30339

100 - 150

84
“El Grafico / Olimpiada 1936” Argentinian magazine, pp.114, with attractive front cover showing
Olympic Bell and laurel-crowned athlete from the official poster, inside with information and photos
about the upcoming Berlin Games as well as previous Olympics, fine and scarce.

30340

100 - 150

View the images online.
Plaque with profile of Richard Strauss in relief, cast iron, 27cm high, very fine.
Note: In 1932, Richard Strauss was approached by Dr. Theodor Lewald, the German OC’s representative
to the IOC for an anthem to be composed for the 1936 Olympics. Early in 1933, Strauss agreed to
compose an Olympic Hymn however in 1933 the IOC had chosen Walter Bradley-Keeler’s Hymne
Olympique, written for the 1932 Olympics, as the official Olympic anthem. The IOC however accepted
Lewald’s proposal to allow Germany its own Olympic anthem for the Berlin games.
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30333ex2

30357

30372

30347ex

30379

30373ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30341

84

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

“Olympia / Die Entwickelung der Spiele in Wort und Bild” group with a handpainted essay and
three proofs, the essay endorsed on the reverse in pencil in German: “Design commissioned for the
Reichsdruckerei foe the binding of the Olympia colour printed catalogue 1936”, showing Olympic Rings
and flame atop a pillar with the names of the cities to have hosted the Summer Olympics including
Helsinki, the three proofs showing the different stages of the printing, attractive, would make a nice
frontispiece for a 1940 Helsinki collection.
30342

100 - 150

View the images online.
“Deutschland 1936” exhibition group (which ran concurrent with the Olympics in Berlin), incl. large
entrance ticket for the Football at the “Strength through Joy” (“Kraft durch freude”) exhibit and one
for the Polo, two used tickets for the show at the Kaiserdamm hall, used ticket for the Olympic Art
Exhibition and two tickets for a tour on the first railway (one with Olympic stamp and Bell cancel).

30343

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Berlin, three items incl. Aug 28 letter from the Reichsportsführer Hans von Tschammer und Osten
(who played a major role in the structure and organization of the Olympic Games) to Herman Kleeberg
of the German Organising Committee for the Winter Games, thanking him as Department Head of Ice
Sports for the successful German Olympic Games, signed by von Tschammer: plus a telegram sent by
Dr Sepp Janko (Nazi Group Leader of the Danube Swabian German Cultural Association in Yugoslavia)
to the Reichssportfeld announcing the death of von Tschammer, and Aug 18th letter on OC headed
paper signed by Karl Diem (General Secretary of the OC).
th

30344

100 - 150

View the images online.
Group of three Football magazines and a booklet, with "Fussball richtig gespielt!" (Football played
properly) by the Deutscher Reichsbund für Leibeübungen football department in 1937, "Das FussballMegaphon" magazine, 13th Aug 1936, with report of the Olympic semi-final match between Norway and
Poland, "Der Kicker" magazine Jan 9th 1934, and "Fussball Illustrierte Sportzeitung" magazine, 25th Aug
1936, a fine trio for the specialist.

30345

100 - 150

View the images online.
1936 Berlin group of documents and memorabilia about the Reichssportfeld, incl. sheet music for the
inauguration of the Reichsportfeld in May 1936, “From the Hasenheide to the Reichsportfeld / History of
Sports in Berlin” 1936 German book, five booklets, four A-4 size plans of the area, four entrance tickets
incl. one for the 1938 Festspiel, engraved copper plaque of the stadium (22.5x12.5cm), small silvered
plaquette and an embossed card with the plan of the stadium.

30346

100 - 150

View the images online.
1941 Deutsche Reichspost telegram sent to Gisela Mauermayer (gold medal winner in the discus at
1936 Berlin), sent by the Munich City Treasurer congratulating her for winning the shot and discus at the
2nd War Championships near Munich, fine.

30347

100 - 150

90
Group of 5 Horse Riding books incl. "Die Reiterkämpfe bei den XI. Olympischen Spielen Berlin 1936"
signed on the front by Reichsportsführer Hans von Tschammer und Osten, "F.E.I. Statutes and Rules
of the International Equestrian Federation / Olympic Games" 1938 book, "Das Deutsche Reiterbuch"
(translation: "The German Equestrian Book. Horse breeding and equestrian sports in Greater Germany")
by Roeingh 1940, "Album des Deutschen Rennsports 1934", "...reitet för Deutschland" 1936 by
Clemens Laar and "The Forward Impulse" 1936 by Santini.

30348

80 - 100

90
1936 Berlin and 1948 London group of five hand-tinted slides of athletes competing at the Olympics
(by E. R. Deats of Philadelphia), depicting Earle Meadows (2, slides, who won gold in the Pole Vault
in 1936), Marshall Wayne (diver who won gold and silver in 1936), the famous Fanny Blankers-Koen
(runner who won four golds in 1948) and Mal Whitfield (runner who two golds in 1948 and one in 1952),
very fine.

30349

“Der Läufer” poem in a 5-page booklet by Felix Dhünen which won the Gold medal for literature in the
art competition at the 1936 Games, fine and scarce.

80 - 100
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30350

1936 Berlin (mostly) and Garmisch-Partenkirchen collection of picture cards, incl. the two volume
“Olympia 1936” books (both complete) plus the same cards loose in an album (might be one or two
missing), and another album of 370+ cards from different manufacturers incl. original packets.

70 - 100

Detail.

30351

Autographs: 1961 Letter signed by Jesse Owens (gold medal winner in the 100m, 200m, 4x100m relay
and long jump in 1936), with typed message when he was at the Illinois Youth Commission accepting
an invitation to an athletics event.

70 - 100

30352

View the images online.

70 - 100

1936 Berlin group of 31 press photos, with all but one produced by “International News Photos” in
Chicago, with the other depicting GB Harold Whitlock (gold in 50km walk) with printer’s markings, the
rest showing trials/try-outs, the yachts at Kiel, various participants, etc., a nice lot.
30353

View the images online. 

70 - 100

1935 Italian Athletics Federation ID card with hs “Berline 1936 Atleta Italiano ricorda sempre questa
data o preparati per la XI Olimpiade”, very fine.
30354

View the images online.

70 - 100

1936 Berlin ceramic money box in the shape of the Olympic Bell, in grey showing eagle above Olympic
Rings and text in German “Fund for German Sports”, small chip on base, fine, plus the scarce advertising
fold-out brochure (punch holes)
30355

View the images online.

70 - 100

1920-42, Group of Deutscher Reichsbund für Leibesübungen (German Reich Association for Physical
Exercise) memorabilia incl. 4 award diplomas/booklets with bronze oak leaves attached, 1935 diploma
for winning 100m with brass plaque showing diving swimmer, five ID cards (one for skiing), and two
items from the Deutsche Ski Verband.
30356

Assortment of paper memorabilia and ephemera, with commemorative posters incl. 1998 Potsdam Film
Museum poster for Leni Reifenstahl, two large 1996 posters for the exhibition “1936 Olympic Games
under the National Socialists” and two for the same exhibition in 1997 elsewhere, a 1988 Dutch poster
for “Sports and Politics in the Olympic Games 1936-19NU”, 1980 brochure “The Final Moments / A
tribute to the LZ-129 Hindenburg”, 1938 “Chicago Sunday Tribune” with an article about Bismark and
Hitler incl. a photo of Leni Reifenstahl, large modern poster of Garmisch-Partenkirchen and an original
1930s photo, contemporary memorabilia incl. A3 poster of Frank Wykoff (4x100m gold medal winner
in 1928, 1932 and 1936), poster of the cross sections of the routes of the Marathon, 50km walk, 50km
cycle and 100km run, 112x38cm, showing the varying heights along the routes, ID card (missing photo),
1937 first place diploma for pentathlon with “Olympia 1936 Berlin” logo, 1934 Stadium de Paris share
certificate, and finally a group of Jesse Owens items incl. large “Lincoln-Mercury Sports Panel Member”
illustrated poster, “Jesse Owens / an American Hero” poster from Leni Riefenstahl’s Olympia, 1975
illustrated poster of Owens on the podium, four contemporary magazine extracts depicting him, plus
some various modern reproduction material

30357

90
1936 Berlin glass negative slide depicting the famous Spyridon (Spiros) Louis, who won the 1896
Olympic marathon, leading a parade of athletes(?) in front of the Neue Wache (New Guard) building.
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70 - 100

60 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30358

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

50 - 70

Two lithographic prints of the 1936 Berlin stadium entrance, one 26x18cm signed by artist in pencil and
other 17x21cm, fine and attractive pair, ideal for framing.
30359

1936ca. Die-cut illustrated sporting Olympic scenes by FAS, two complete and two in two halves,
images incl. torch runner holding the Berlin Olympic torch, Olympic flags, etc., most unusual and
attractive.

50 - 70

30360

View the images online.

30 - 40

Olympic Bell raffia basket, 270mm, red, brown and golden coloured, flower shaped with hexagonal
bronzed iron base showing Olympic bell, with two handles, some small discolouration marks

30363
30362

30361

30361

1936 Berlin Netherlands Olympic Committee official’s patch, gold thread on orange felt, 65x95mm, fine
and rare.

100 - 150

30362

1936 Berlin India team patch with gilt and silvered thread, showing “INDIA” above the Star of India and
“OLYMPIC GAMES / 1936”, very fine and scarce.

100 - 150

30363

1936 Berlin Czech team patch, 70x77mm, shield-shaped showing crowned lion on red background,
very fine.

100 - 150

30364

View the images online.

100 - 150

1936 Berlin group of 16 fabric items incl. Berliner Bürger-Bräu commemorative silk bookmark/ribbon,
a silk bookmark/ribbons with the Brandenburg Gate and Olympic Rings & legend, and “Ich rufe die
Jugend der Welt” silk bookmark/ribbon with Olympic bell, “OLYMPIADE / BERLIN 1936” ribbon with
Rings, “Deutsches Olympia 1934-1936” ribbon with pin, several silk award ribbons from other German
competitions in 1936 with showing Olympic Rings/Third Reich logo, a Third Reich Eagle log patch, and
three YMCA Junior Olympics 1936 ribbons
30365

70 - 100

View the images online.
1936 Berlin. Small hanging flags of participating nations, roughly 29x23cm or smaller, incl. Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, USA (poor condition), Turkey, Japan, Austria and an
Olympic Ring flag, some triangular and some rectangular, mainly fine and rare

30366

30 - 40

View the images online.
Pennant, 405x245mm, white linen with “BERLIN” above Olympic flame and rings with “19” and “36”
either side, fine.
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30386

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30367

1936ca. group of 4 medals incl. Italian Olympic Committee merit medal with ribbon showing Olympic
Rings and fasces logo, medal showing head of Mussolini and reverse with NOC (CONI) logo, and 1942
Italian National Olympic Committee medal, 50mm, showing legend and wreath on one side and other
with the wolf and symbolic figure in front of many athletes, and shooting competition medal showing
shooter with rifle and eagle on one side and other with target, fasces and five rings, and medallion of
the Padoa Provincial Fascist Sports Body with CONI logo on reverse.

150 - 200

30368

View the images online.

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

1936-1940 Intervening Championships

50 - 70

1939 Netherlands Olympic Committee six-page fold-out brochure for the rules on how to obtain the
merit medal and diploma for track & field, swimming, wrestling, cycling, rowing, fencing and boxing,
and clasp for Olympic participants, some foxing, fine.

1940 Garmisch-Parternkirchen (Cancelled)
30369

150 - 200

G F / 94
1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen meter mark on envelope from the Garmisch Market Council with legend
for the 1936 Games, 40pf frank dated 6.12.51, fine and scarce, plus piece with same slogan 12pf frank
dated 13.11.39.

30370

100 - 150

F / 90
1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen photocard of the handpainted poster design for the Games, very fine
and scarce.

30371

50 - 70

F / View the images online. 
1940 Uruguayan-German Cultural Association meeting folded card programme, August 1940, to
celebrate the “ending of the German Olympic era 1936-1940”, with programme of watching movies of
the two 1936 Games, fine and very scarce.

30372

600 - 800

90
1939 (Nov 24) Letter from President Baillet-Latour on IOC headed paper sent to Dr Karl Ritter (President
of the Organising Committee) and von Tschammer und Osten (President of the Germany Olympic
Committee), with typed message saying that it is such a shame that the 1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
games have been cancelled and all there work would be in vain, signed on the reverse by the Lord
Mayor and Stadtschulrat Bauer, an exhibition item in the story of the 1940 cancelled Games.
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30373

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

90
“Winter Olympia” official newsletter no.1, pp.4, typed, complete, plus the front page of no.2 and an
unused lettersheet with Organisation Committee header for the 1940 Games

30374

100 - 150

View the images online.
1938 & 1939 Two US Olympic Tryouts programmes and a flyer from Berlin, New Hampshire, with “World’s
Largest Ski Tower Opening / Olympic Tryouts” dated 5th March 1938 and “FIS World Championship and
Olympic Tryouts” programme dated 25-26 February 1939, plus brochure for Oregon’s Timberline Lodge
with advert for the 1939 International Team Tryouts in Mount Hood.

30375

100 - 150

94
“Deutschland” magazine, “Official organ for the Olympic Winter Games 1940”, two copies dated Aug
and Sep 1939, showing Olympic Rings at top with articles inside about the Games, plus 8 copies of the
same magazine called “Germany” (trilingual English, French and Spanish) from 1937-39 produced by
the Reich Committee for Tourist Travel to advertise coming to Germany (not Olympic related).

30376

50 - 60

View the images online.
1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen “Zeitplan” programme A4 sheet, dated 15 July 1939, with programme
of events for each day, horizontal fold and punch holes, fine.
th

1940 Tokyo (Cancelled)
30377

300 - 400

F / 94
1940 Tokyo “Olympic News” envelope from the Organising Committee with Olympic Committee
address label affixed, paid hs, minor creasing, fine and scarce.

30378

100 - 150

F / 94
1940 Tokyo group with printed envelope from the Miyako Hotel in Kyoto with “XII Olympiad in Japan
1940” legend, incl. original letter and the sender’s business card but not sent through the mail; and
N.Y.K. Line brochure about Sukiyaki with “XII OLYMPIAD - TOKYO 1940” printed on reverse.

30379

400 - 600

90
1940 Tokyo City Report into the 12 Olympic Games, pp.379, HB in green linen, Japanese text, with
photo-plates of the venues and Olympic posters, fold-out plan of the Olympic park, technical diagrams
of the venues, looks like it has been rebound in the original cover, a fantastic resource for this Cancelled
Games and a very rare book, plus 1937 book entitled “Grosses Japan (Dai Nippon)” by Younosuke
Natoria about Japan with information about Japanese sports and culture.
th

1940 Helsinki (Cancelled)
30380

F / View the images online.

70 - 80

1939 (Dec 4) Postcard with Latvia franking tied by the “AUX JEUX / OLYMPIQUES / 1940 VIA LA /
LETTONIE” bilingual code A slogan machine cancel, with German Reich censor handstamps, fine.
30381

View the images online.

50 - 70

1940 Helsinki group incl. commemorative torch runner silk tie, peach with black, blue and red torch
runner and Olympic Rings, very fine and stylish!, plus three small silk handkerchiefs in different designs,
and a paper doily with Olympic Rings and Finnish lion around the edge.
30382

CC C H F / 94
1940 Helsinki group incl. covers, cancels, vignettes and two Woldenberg POW items, incl. complete
sheet of Swiss Rowing vignettes, official poster vignettes in English, German and Finnish, Polish fundraising vignette, AFLA Fencers blue vignette with SPECIMEN ovpt and punch block of four, plus Tokyo
vignette (Dubois 1940-J-6), three covers/cards with the Olympic roller cancel, one cover with Latvia
Riga slogan cancel code “A”, used stadium cover, unused illustrated cover, two Christmas postcards,
and Woldenberg POW Olympic stamp tied to small piece and Olympic cancel on sheetlet, plus 1938
used ppc of Gross Born camp when it was used by the German military.
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100 - 150

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30383

1940 Helsinki official poster in French, 63.5x97cm, small light stain at top left otherwise very fine and
fresh.

400 - 600

30384

“Venez en Finland Helsinki” advertising poster for the 1940 Olympic Games with Olympic Rings above
a view of the city and a woman at a cafe, 60x100cm, design by Suhanen and published by the Finnish
State Railways, a most beautiful and rare poster in very good condition.

600 - 800

30385

1940 “Besuchen die Lettland / Zur Olympiad 1940 durch Baltischen Staaten” tourism poster, 59x97cm,
showing scene at the beach, slightly trimmed down at right side, minor creasing, otherwise fine and
fresh.

300 - 500

30386

94

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30383

30384

30385

50 - 70

1939 Royal Swedish Aero Club advertising poster, 25x19cm, showing KSAK plane flying over the
Helsinki stadium with slogan “Flying over for the Olympics 1940”, very fine and attractive.
30387

100 - 150

98
1940 Helsinki complete booklet of tickets to the inauguration of the Olympic Stadium in 1938, plus a
single ticket for another part of the stand.

30388

1940 Helsinki large ticket ordering form from the organising Committee in French, with programme and
the price of the ticket for each event on each day, very scarce.

100 - 150

30389

98

100 - 150

“Finnland / das Land der XII. Olympischen Spiele 1940” book by Otto Kunze, SB, pp.49. German text,
about Finland and it’s people with section about their Olympic achievements and a photo plate showing
the new stadium, fine and scarce.
30390

80 - 100

98
1940 “X Kokoelma Sarjoja” Finnish book of cartoon strips, pp.97, published after the Games in Helsinki
were cancelled, with front cover showing the Olympic flag flying away, inside includes a satirical cartoon
about WW2 and the Winter Games in held in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, book has had new covers put on
and the original front cover pasted on.

30391

1940 Helsinki small group incl. “Why Finland for the 1940 Olympic Games” leaflet, a record cover
picturing the stadium and 1940 Games logo, and the American Olympic Committee set of vignettes in
part sheets of 30.

50 - 70
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30397

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30392

View the images online. 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

50 - 70

1940 Helsinki “Why the Olympic Games 1940 in Finland?” promotional fold-out leaflet, in German with 8
reasons why the Games will be a success in Helsinki, with a picture of the “new stadium” on the reverse,
punch holes, fine and scarce.
30393

100 - 150

View the images online.
Greek Olympic Committee Bulletin, Athens 1940, SB, pp.31, with contents about Greek Youth, Greece
in the Modern Games (mentions that 1940 Helsinki didn’t take place), the Ancient Games, etc., foxing
to cover and some minor soiling, scarce.

30394

30398ex

30394

1940 US weightlifting team badge by Dieges & Clust, with image of weightlifter suspended below
coloured Olympic Rings and “US / OLYMPIC / 1940”, fine.

150 - 200

1940-1944 Intervening Championships
30395

50 - 70

98
1944 Bolivian National Sports Committee poster, 74x51cm, showing the Olympic Rings and motto at
top, with a calendar of for all the Saints days in 1944 and four images of sports, faults along bottom,
attractive.

1944 Cortina d’Ampezzo (Cancelled)
30396

200 - 300

98
1944 Cortina hand painted design for the pin badge, showing legend “1941 / CORTINA / 1944” with
Olympic Rings and ski jumper above the Earth showing Italy, in watercolour in yellow, blue and grey,
with pencilled sketch to the left, very fine and attractive.

30397

200 - 300

98
1944 Cortina travel brochure with last page showing legend for the cancelled 1944 Winter Games in
Cortina with Olympic Rings, very fine and scarce.

1944 Jubilee
30398

100 - 150

CC C H F 
1944 Jubilee collection in an album, with mint, covers and cards, showing fly-speck varieties incl. the
30c “retouched eye” in mint block of four, two 10c complete sheets, etc.
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30399

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

50 - 70

1945 & 1947 Netherlands Olympic Committee “Olympic Day” programmes, one for 29 July 1945 incl.
ticket, some toning, and one for 22nd June 1947 showing chain between 1940 and 1947 broken by a
barb wire fence and flame (symbolising WWII interfering with the Olympics), scarce.
th

1944 Polish P.O.W. Camps
30400

CC C H F P / View the images online.

500 - 700

1796-1944, Balance of an exhibit collection about Poland, WWI and the Polish Soviet War, and 1944
POW camp stamps and mail from Woldenberg and Gross-Born, with Gross-Born Olympic set of 3
unused, 20pf in complete sheet of 10, set on registered express cover with Olympic flag cancel, set in
pairs on card tied by Philatelic Exhibition cancels, “ROK OLIMPIJSKI” hs on POW letter, Woldenberg
with 10pf proofs & colour trials (6), used on piece and on illustrated card, “ROK OLIMPIJSKI” horseshoe
hs on POW cover, the rest a mixture of material incl. two pre-stamp covers, three covers/cards from the
1919 peace conferences in France and 1920 Spa Conference, military mail, two 1924 AN Paris ppc’s
of the Polish team, etc.

1948 St. Moritz

30401

1948 St. Moritz official poster, 63x100cm, showing pair of skiers below large sunshine and green sky
with coloured snowflakes, faults incl. tears repaired by sellotape on reverse, toned, still attractive and
scarce.

300 - 500

30402

102

300 - 400

1948 St. Moritz official report, SB, pp.78, small tape stains on front cover otherwise fine and very rare
official report.
30403

1948 St. Moritz group of brochures and books incl. publicity brochure in English; official press
communiqués nos.1-6 (French or German) with accompanying letter from the Société Suisse de
Radiodiffusion with Games logo, “All About Switzerland” tourist guide in English with Games legend on
reverse, “Winter-Olympia St. Moritz 1948” (Swedish) report by Nillsson, “Switzerland Calls You to the
Olympic Games, St. Moritz” trilingual brochure, “Der Filmstar” magazine with report about the movie,
“Das Weisse Stadion” film brochure and “Die Sieger der IV. Olympischen Winterspiele” book.

30404

View the images online. 
1948 St. Moritz group incl. “Holidays in Switzerland” calendar by the Swiss Tourism Office with the first
page showing the legend “Switzerland calls you to the OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES” and Olympic rings,
plus three fold-out brochures (two the same but in French & English).
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100 - 150

30 - 40

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1948 London
30405

100 - 150

F / 98
1948 Group of four cards/covers incl. 1948 (Jul 29) Organising Committee printed envelope franked
with the Olympic set tied by the Olympic Games Wembley machine cancel, fine and scarce; 1948 (Aug
13) ppc of the Wembley Empire Pool send during the Games with Olympic 3d and Olympic cancel;
picture of Henley-on-Thames sent from there 1948 (Aug 8) on the day between the semi and final with
Olympic 2 1/2d, and ppc of Wembley stadium.

30406

120 - 150

CC J / View the images online.
1948 London 2 1/2d and 3d in complete mint sheets (folded), plus booklet by W. H. Stitt Dibden about
the 1948 Olympic issue.

30407

80 - 120

C F / View the images online.
1948 London group incl. Korea 1948 mint set of 2 (very fine), Monaco illustrated FDC, Peru mini sheet,
Philippin Delegation printed envelope and insert plus two cigarette cards.

30408

200 - 300

P / 102
Austria: Two die proofs of the 60+20g Olympic stamp, one with black background and one with void
background, both signed by the engraver Wimmer, plus Austria Olympic Committee notice for the
stamp with imperf. proof in black at top, very fine.

30409

1948 London group of official brochures, reports, etc., incl. 2 used tickets, 7 athletics and Closing
Ceremony programmes, unused triplicate entry form for teams, “Gymnastic Souvenir” from the US
Olympic team signed by three women’s team members who won bronze, “More nations accept
invitations” 2-page press release, “Sports Grounds and Buildings by Webster”, 1940, which investigates
the stadia from previous Olympic Games, USA Official Report for both Games, British Olympic Report,
Belgian Olympic Report, German official report, Austrian Olympic Report, Danish “Olympiaden i London
1948”, three different Dutch reports, Olympic Newsletter no.7, Programme of Events sheet, five “World
Sports” British Olympic magazines, Svenska Llyod Swedish-English phrase book for the Games, Time
magazine, Athletic Review magazine, “Olympisch Logboek 1948”, Daily Telegraph guide to the Games,
and Swedish “Somma-Olympia London 1948”.

30410

View the images online.

200 - 300

90 - 120

1948 London group of three Football programmes from the 1 rounds at Arsenal July 31 , Ilford July 31
and Tottenham Hotspur Aug 2nd, usual wear and soiling but scarcely offered.
st

30411

st

st

60 - 80

View the images online.
1948 London group of two Football programmes from the 2 rounds at Fulham Aug 5 and Ilford Aug
5th, usual wear and soiling but scarcely offered.
nd

30412

th

70 - 90

View the images online.
1948 London Football programme for the Semi-Final at Wembley Aug 11 and matching used ticket
stub, for the match between GB & Yugoslavia, fine condition.
th

30413

50 - 60

View the images online.
1948 London Football programme for the Final at Wembley Aug 13 for the match between Sweden &
Yugoslavia, fine condition.
th

30414

150 - 200

102
1948 London group of 53 press photos incl. 5 aerial photos of the Olympic venues, 20 published
by the Olympic Photo Association showing the action at the Games, one of the Royals at Wembley,
8 various of athletes competing incl. Fanny Blankers-Koen winning the 100m and hurdling, cycling,
tandem cycling, horse riding, men’s 100m photo finish and one of the track being laid at Wembley, etc.

30415

80 - 120

View the images online.
1948 London group of 11 press photographs depicting Fanny Blankers-Koen, stamped on reverse
“Olympic Photo Association”, all dated and captioned, from the various races in which she won four
Gold medals.
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30408ex2

30424

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30416

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

50 - 70

1948 London group of 22 photos and their negatives taken by a spectator during the Games, the
photos annotated on reverse with pictures taken inside Wembley Stadium incl the Opening Ceremony,
plus 15 non-Olympic photos and negatives.
30417

30 - 50

View the images online.
“Olympic Notes” poster, 38x55cm, which reads “History proves there are only two types of world-wide
competition. One is war. The other is the Olympiad.”, and goes on to list the world records in Olympic
events and the Gold medal winners of Track & Field events from 1896-1936, depicting a Greek pillar at
the left hand side, some minor faults, unusual.

30418

50 - 70

View the images online.
1948 London, complete set of 50 Turf Cigarette cards depicting competing athletes, cut from the
original packets, fine and rare in this condition.

30419

100 - 150

102
1940s ca. “Italian Olympic Boxing Team Reception” golden silk ribbon with gold inscription and image
of boxer, possibly from the 1948 London Olympics.

30420

30 - 50

View the images online.
1948 London official jacket patch, in shield shape in black with embroidered legend and Olympic Rings,
very fine.

30421

40 - 60

View the images online.
1948 London, group of three souvenir items incl. pin in the shape of a torch relay runner with original
card, commemorative beer mat by Taylor Walker and a glass hand mirror with Olympic legend and
Houses of Parliament on reverse.

1952 Oslo
30422

100 - 150

F / View the images online.
1952 Oslo group of 12 covers/cards incl. two different illustrated cards with the set tied by Olympic
cancels, two covers with the set and Olympic cancels, plus 8 various postcards (incl. one of the German
bobsleigh team and one sent from a spectator at the figure skating) with some franked

1952 Helsinki
30423

100 - 150

F / 104
1952 Helsinki group incl. attractive printed souvenir cover with set and Olympic cancels and original
lettersheet signed by the illustrator, French Olympic set on maxi cards and FDCs, Ukraine vignette
sheetlets (perf. and imperf.), two different (luggage?) gummed labels, 30 picture and illustrated
postcards (a few used with Olympic frankings/cancels), Helsinki Chess Olympiad FDC, etc.

30424

100 - 150

102
1952 Helsinki official poster, small size 25.5x38.8cm, German language, small chip at foot otherwise
fine, plus large size modern reprint of the English version.

30425

1952 Helsinki set of 8 Athletics programmes and complete set of 16 Olympic News Service Bulletins.

200 - 300

30426

1952 Helsinki & Oslo collection of books and magazines incl. 7 copies of the Official News-Service
by the OC, “Olympia Helsinki 1952” magazine vol.1 & 2, official publicity book in French, books about
the stadium, Art Exhibition guide, book about Emile Zatopek, British Olympic Official report and book
for the British Olympic Committee by Abrahams and Kamp, USA OC book, a very attractive Dutch
cigarette card album depicting all their athletes (complete), Kosmos cigarette card album (complete), 3
books about the Oslo Winter Games and a film brochure (35).

100 - 150
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30462ex2

30470ex

30489
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30427

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

50 - 70

1952 Helsinki & Oslo group with books and brochures incl. ticket to the Olympic Art Exhibition,
“International Conference on Sport and Health Oslo 1952”, Oslo German film programme and two for
Helsinki, “Finland the Country of the XV Olympic Games”, “Sankt Georg Almanack 1952” about Horse
Riding competitions throughout the year, Kosmos picture card album (complete) and “Olympische
Spelen 1952” picture card album by Koom (complete), plus a pack of six photo cards.

30428

Fencing: 1950-1960 An extensive collection of the many medals, badges and pin that Edward Vebell
won or acquired over his long and successful fencing career.

500 - 800

Note: Edward Vebell competed in the individual (semi-finalist) and team épée events at the 1952
Summer Olympics. Vebell was elected to the US Fencing Hall of Fame in April 2014.
30429

Fencing: 1952 The sword bag that Edward Vebell used during the Games, showing the Olympic rings
and the USA team, unusual and a scarce item.

300 - 400

Note: Edward Vebell competed in the individual (semi-finalist) and team épée events at the 1952
Summer Olympics. Vebell was elected to the US Fencing Hall of Fame in April 2014.
30430

100 - 150

102
1952 Helsinki “Ylituomari Cief Judge” Chief Judge’s armband, minor staining, scarce.

30431

100 - 150

104
1954 “The Bob Mathias Story” group of eight movie lobby cards, who won Gold in the Decathlon in
1948 and 1952, odd imperfections, mostly fine.

1956 Cortina d’Ampezzo
30432

1956 Cortina group incl. official programmes, numbers 3, 6 & 7, minor soiling damage to covers,
contents fine, official luggage tag, official publicity brochure in French, German card album (complete)
and “Der weisse sieg” film brochure (4 with 3 different) and “In den Bergen von Tirol” film brochure.

40 - 50

1956 Melbourne
30433

80 - 100

C F DCE / 106
1956 Melbourne, Cortina and Stockholm covers, card and vignette group, incl. Melbourne Organising
Committee envelope sent to Italy, Organising Committee envelope sent from Olympia with Torch Relay
cancel and Olympic pictorial arrival cds, 5 postcards with Olympic frankings, one vignette, etc.; 1956
Stockholm incl. vignette on cover with Olympic franking and cancel, official envelope sent from Saar
with Olympic franking, two postcards, two official vignettes; and Cortina with 15 cards/covers; and a
US Olympic Fund sticker (33 items).
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30435ex2

30468

30435ex3

30481
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30503
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30434

G F DFE / 104

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

1956 Melbourne, complete collection of each and every die of the “OLYMPIC GAMES 1956 / 22
NOVEMBER 8 DECEMBER / MELBOURNE” Olympic slogan cancels from the various towns incl. many
red “PAID” examples, with 60+ covers as well as a few pieces/part covers written up on 49 pages,
highlights incl. a comical envelope illustrating a Kangaroo and “Sorry we can’t enter him in the Olympic
broad jump!”, a couple underpaid going abroad with postage dues and an organising committee printed
envelope, presenting many decades of hunting, probably a unique reference collection.
30435

2’000 - 3’000

F / 106
1956 Melbourne, complete set of Olympic registered labels on 15 covers, all with Olympic frankings
and cancels, some illustrated covers, incl. Exhibition Building, Town Hall St Kilda, St. Kilda Pier, Lake
Wendouree, Mobile Post Office 1 and 2, Olympic Village, Ballarat Village, Main Stadium (Press),
Melbourne Airport, Station Pier and Olympex, a very fine and very rare set.

30436

80 - 100

F / View the images online.
1955 (Dec 20) Envelope from the Australian Consulate General in New York with red “OLYMPIC GAMES/
(Olympic Rings) / MELBOURNE / AUSTRALIA 22 Nov-8 Dec. 1956” slogan New York 23c machine
frank, small fault at top corner, fine and scarce.

30437

80 - 100

F / View the images online. 
1955 (Jun 24) Card from New York to North Carolina with violet “OLYMPIC GAMES/ (Olympic Rings)
/ MELBOURNE / AUSTRALIA 22 Nov-8 Dec. 1956” slogan New York 2c machine frank, very fine and
scarce.

30438

50 - 70

F / View the images online.
1956 Melbourne, complete set of 52 Olympic commemorative pictorial cancels on covers/cards/
aerogrammes, with some date varieties, fine (56).

30439

50 - 70

F / View the images online.
1956 Melbourne Olympic aerogramme sent by rowing gold medallist Rusty Wailes in the Olympic
Village to his brother, with message about the lake they were rowing on, the other crews and their
practice, most interesting.

30440

150 - 200

View the images online.
1956 Melbourne group of 7 Boxing programmes incl. 23 Nov, 24 Nov, 26 Nov, 28 Nov, 29 Nov,
30th Nov and 1st Dec, with all but the first including the insert listing the bouts, fine to very fine.
rd

th

th

th

th

30441

1956 Melbourne, complete set of 8 Athletics programmes and a group of 30 photographs of Olympic
finals published by Track & Field News (17 large, 13 small).

120 - 150

30442

1956 Melbourne & Stockholm group of books and memorabilia incl. unused Wrestling ticket and 3 used
tickets with ticket packet, athletics programme, Closing Ceremony programme, souvenir programme,
official guide, invitation card, cloth patch with Games logo, unused Australian team letterheaded paper,
printed serviette, “Olympische Spiele 1956” by Lechenperg, “Olympic Saga” book, “Olympic Odyssey”,
“The Olympic Games Melbourne 1956: A colourgravure publication”, “Sport im Bild”, 3 copies of Sports
Illustrated, Sankt Georg Almanachi 1956” and “Kavalkade” about the Stockholm equestrian events,
British Olympics Association report and USA Olympic Committee report, and 3 film brochures.

50 - 70

1960 Squaw Valley
30443

1960 Squaw Valley group of official documents, brochures, etc. incl. official guide brochure, Olympics
parking ticket, IBM publicity booklet for the scoring system, official souvenir programme, “Olympia
1960” German book, two German film brochures, unused Organising Committee envelope and headed
letter paper, illustration of Jean Vuarnet sent by mail in special envelope, three corporate guides/
brochures, and concertina postcard pack.

50 - 70
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1960 Rome
30444

View the images online.

100 - 150

1960 Rome (22) and 1964 IOC Session in Vienna (9) group of invitations from various countries’
committees incl. a Session programme given to Jean Weymann of Switzerland (who won the Olympic
Order in 1985), mounted on pages, an interesting lot.
30445

View the images online.

50 - 70

1960 Rome group of 24 press photos showing competing athletes and celebratory medal winners.
30446

1960 Rome group of books incl. official guide in German, gymnastics programme, official baggage
tag, “Olympiade 1960” (Eng, Fre & Ger versions), two 1960 US Olympic Book, “Die Olympische Spiele
1960” (water damaged), “The Equestrian Olympic Games Rome 1960”, Dutch picture book of athletes,
“Les Jeux Equestres Olympiques” and several other books/magazines, etc.

50 - 70

1964 Innsbruck
30447

1964 Innsbruck group of official brochures/booklets incl. Bulletin numbers 6, 8, 9, 11, 12-13,
“Information”, “3rd Report” (2, one damaged) and “4th Report”, “Olympic Victory” about the Canadian
bob-sled team and an official publicity book.

50 - 70

30448

View the images online.

40 - 50

AUTOGRAPHS: 1964 Innsbruck ticket to the men’s 15km Nordic Combined event and signed by the
gold medal winner of that event Tormod Knutsen for Norway, very fine

1964 Tokyo
30449

1964 Tokyo group of official brochures, commemorative books, etc., incl. folio of Olympic posters,
official guide to Olympic sites, official “Sports Facilities” brochure, three volumes of “Van Olympus tot
Fujiama” (Dutch) by Cottaar, “Tokyo Olympic News numbered 4, 6, 8, 9 and 12, official souvenir book,
large map poster of the city with the venues, Japan Times special bound volume for the Games, official
bulletin no.2 and 10, Japan Airlines brochure, 1964 USA Olympic Book, three books in German, etc.

50 - 70

1968 Grenoble
30450

1968 Grenoble group incl. Bulletin Spécial (2), Crédit Lyonnais Christmas card, jigsaw puzzle, official
luggage tag official fold out plan of the area, advert by Ceres for the stamps, “Xth Olympic Winter
Games Grenoble 1968” by Taillandier and Chatagnol and “Les jeux olympiques d’hiver à travers...les
timbres poste”, 1967 “Semaines Internationales de Grenoble” results book, brochure by Total and
two FDCs.

30451

1968 Grenoble official press badge with Games logo above “PRESSE”, fine

30452

1967 Grenoble International Weeks “Artistic Skating” poster, which were preparatory competitions for
the 1968 Olympic Games in Grenoble, showing image of an ice skater by Roger David, 76x117cm,
folded into 8 with tear down central fold, still attractive.
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30 - 50

80 - 100
30 - 50

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°
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1968 Mexico collection of programmes, magazines and books incl. 12 Cultural Olympiad programmes,
11 official bulletins (with duplication), five official programmes, Fencing, Boxing and Gymnastics rule
books, US Olympic Team Trials brochure, unused official luggage tag, official “Noticiero Olimpico”
newsletters nos.37-42, 44, 47, 49 & 79, British Olympic “Report of medical Research Project into the
effects of altitude in Mexico City 1965”, large Adidas poster for the Games, 6 copies of World Sports by
the British OC, plus several other magazines and brochures, a useful lot for the 1968 Mexico specialist.

100 - 150

1968 Mexico
30453

1972 Sapporo
30454

1972 Sapporo group of official documents and brochures, etc., incl. NBC media guide, official map
booklet, “Invitation for 1972 Sapporo Olympic Winter Games” information booklet, Cultural Programme
for the Games, official “Sports Regulations”, official hardback guide book, German Sport HB report,
and maps/guides to the city, plus 1998 Nagano official guide book.

30 - 50

30455

1972 Sapporo Olympic poster depicting an ice skater, 73x102cm, some peripheral creasing and small
tears, a couple of internal creases, scarce

70 - 100

1972 Munich
30456

1972 Munich accumulation of official documents/brochures, commemorative books, magazines,
etc., in 2 large boxes incl. blank ID card for Olympic Village, Swimming Umpire photo id badge, 1971
report on the Swimming competition preparations, 1970 Olympic Architecture progress report, book
of participants, 73rd IOC Session book of speeches, official A3-size book about the 16 Olympic days,
official guide (Ger & Eng versions), official Participants book, Games telephone directory, Swimming
rules, ticket catalogues vol.2 & 3, official report bulletins nos.1-7, three copies of official “Olympia
in München” magazine, DOZ media information book, official plan & a map of the Olympic park and
one for Kiel, complete Panini official sticker book, official book about the graphic design, official Art
programme, an American visitor’s diary about their visit to the Games and Munich and 40+ magazines
and commemorative books.

150 - 200

30457

1972 Munich group of posters and paper ephemera incl. two posters of the competition sites, sheet of
issued Olympic stamps plus a Bundepost price list for the period, three fold-out maps and an original
poster depicting hurdlers (84x118cm)

60 - 80

1976 Innsbruck
30458

1976 Innsbruck collection of official brochures and booklets as well as commemorative publications,
incl. complete set of bulletins (numbered 1 to 12/13) bound in blue leather with Games logo inlay, team
brochures for Finland, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Austria, GB, Norway, Switzerland and USA, official results
book, press information booklet, plus 8 other magazines/books.

70 - 100

1976 Montreal
30459

1975 Montreal International Competitions complete set of 21 books by Imre Szabo (President of the
Canadian Olympic Association) with photos from the games.

50 - 70

30460

1976 Montreal collection of official documents and brochures, commemorative books, etc. in two
large boxes, incl. Reports by the Organising Committee to the IOC from Varna 1973, Vienna 1974 and
Montreal 1975, Rome 1975, Lausanne 1975, Innsbruck 29.01.76 and 31.01.76 and Prague 1977 (English
and French versions), booklet of official medals, five guides to different events, football results, Closing
Ceremony programme, participants, three progress reports for different events, graphics manual, Orto
(Olympics Radio and Television Organisation) Courier numbered 1-6, Olympresse 1976 (20 copies,
some duplicates), Olympics Coverage folder, official team handbooks from various countries, Olympic
Village guide book, official film brochure, two events rules books, Rendez-vous 76 numbered 1-4, 28
copies of “Le Village” Olympic Village newspaper, Quebec report on the Olympic Park, “Programme
Arts et Culture binder, album of official press photos by the COJO of the building of the stadium,
Summary of Facilities, “Compendium of Pharmaceutical Products available at the Polyclinic, Olympic
Village”, etc., ideal for the specialist.

200 - 300
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30461

1976 Montreal official results booklet and 45 black & white photographs by George Herringshaw (mostly
of the men’s and women’s finals).

50 - 80

30462

104

200 - 300

1976 Montreal group of official posters and other documents, incl. CBC poster advertising their
broadcast of the Games, poster for the Olympic Exhibition, an uncut sheet of 50 cards depicting
athletes, a poster of the preliminary plan of Parc Maisonneuve, then official posters with Games logo
and legend at top in different sizes: 21x30cm (6 different designs, 2 duplicates); 42x59cm (6 different
designs); 60x76cm (1 design + duplicate); and 59x84cm (7 different designs, 4 duplicates, some with
faults), poster with plans of all the stadium, posters for the Olympic stamps (3 with 2 different); a large
photograph of the model of the stadium 50x41cm, etc.
30463

View the images online.

80 - 120

1976 Montreal group of 19 different official posters depicting the different events, 42x59.5cm, some
with faults.
30464

View the images online.

50 - 70

1976 Montreal “Officiel d’Équipe” (Team Official) official badge, very fine.

1980 Lake Placid
30465

1980 Lake Placid collection of books, magazines, official documents, etc. incl. a complete run of the
“Daily Olympic Digest” and a window advertising card, several preliminary reports by the OG (numbered
1, 10, 12 and 13 with duplicates), three Opening Ceremony programmes, Official Results book, ticket,
parking passes booklet, media kit folders, official souvenir programme, 1974-77 Sports Report by the
Lake Placid OC, two US Post information folders, several books and magazines, paper memorabilia, etc.

100 - 150

1980 Moscow
30466

1980 Moscow collection of programmes, magazines and books incl. official regulations for the different
sports (20, average condition, some duplicates), Catalogue of Tickets (5), Equipment catalogue,
Olympiad magazine produced by the OG (37 copies, some duplicates), six event programmes, three
football programmes, Olympic Panorama produced by the OG (7 English, 1 French, 1 Russian), “Posters
of the Olympiad”, several other books and brochures, a great lot for the 1980 Moscow enthusiast.

30467

View the images online.

200 - 300

50 - 70

1980 Moscow small group of paper memorabilia incl. six unused and very fine tickets, Opening
Ceremony programme (Russian) and ten different Organising Committee car permit cards for Moscow
and Tallinn.
30468

106

60 - 80

1980 Moscow participation medal, very fine.
30469

1980 Moscow replica participation medal in solid silver in smaller size, 40mm diameter, marked
“FEINSILBER 1000/00” on edge, very fine

30 - 40

1984 Sarajevo
30470

104

300 - 400

1984 Sarajevo collection of official brochures, magazines and books, incl. the scarce official report,
four “Bulletin”, a “Technical Information”, 9 rule books and 5 timetables for different sports, official
catalogue of ID documents, official vocabulary brochure, five official bulletins, “Olimpijski Informator”
(6), two Holiday Inn coupons, ABC media guide folder, etc.
30471

View the images online.
1984 Sarajevo athlete’s badge with orange ribbon, very fine
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30472

Dave Steen of Canada’s jersey from the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, a decathlete who won bronze in
1988, fine

100 - 150

30473

1984 Los Angeles collection of official documents, books and magazines incl. 1980 Official Report of
the OC submitted to the IOC, official souvenir programme, official guide book, Arts Festival programme,
“Villager” official newspapers numbered 1-12, 11 events explanatory brochures (some duplicates) and
Sailing regulations, staff handbook folder, posters incl. US basketball team, Olympic Velodrome and
two showing flags of participating nations around the 1932 stadium, and several commemorative
books, magazines and brochures.

70 - 100

30474

View the images online.

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

1984 Los Angeles

60 - 80

1984 Los Angeles: Group of six diplomas incl. certificate in recognition and appreciation for participation
in the closing ceremony, certificate in recognition and appreciation for contribution to the success of the
Olympic Games and certificate for participation in the Interpreter Training Program, one for the Torch
Relay in English, one for the Torch Relay in Greek and one larger one for participating in the Games,
very fine group

1988 Calgary
30475

1988 Calgary collection of official documents, books and magazines in a large box incl. official Volunteer
Training manual binder, official 1985 and 1986 Annual Reports, official 1986 Progress Report, 1984
Mount Allan Ski Area Master Plan, official 1986 and 1987 Facts & Information brochures, official media
guide (2), series of official News Communiqués and many other booklets and pamphlets, etc..

100 - 150

30476

1988 Calgary group of 7 posters, incl. two for “A Memory in the Making”, official posters incl. one of
the Opening Ceremony, one of a ski jumper with calendar, two of the same poster showing ice hockey
goalie (both signed at foot) and one of a slalom skier.

30 - 50

30477

1988 Calgary official posters (2), one entitled “Come Together in Calgary” with three rings showing
competitors in different Winter events on white background, and other also titled “Come Together in
Calgary” showing Games logo above Calgary skyline (central tear), both in plastic frames

30 - 40

1988 Seoul
30478

1988 Seoul group of official documents, brochures, magazines and books, incl. “The Seoul Olympian”
newspaper numbers 11, 13, 14, 19, 22 & 30, 8 different copies of The Seoul Olympic Villager, official
village guide, two different coded packs of unused accreditation cards, “Seoul Flame” official newsletter
(numbers 14-19, 22, 23, 27), US Cycling Trials programme and book, official information pack, two
official guides and other official pamphlets, Athletics souvenir programme, Olympic Tennis event news
release, “How to Prepare Olympics and its Task”, NBC Boxing VHS, etc.

50 - 80

30479

View the images online.

30 - 50

1988 Seoul group of posters and brochures incl. NBC poster advertising their broadcast of the games
(some peripheral creasing), two official posters (one showing logo and one showing torch runner
beneath stylised Olympic Rings), a brochure by the Korea OC of the plans of the different stadium, four
different Mobil “Hall of Fame” posters, a Dutch brochure with timetable, a large photograph of the torch
ceremony, and a poster 400m hurdles gold medallist Andre Phillips signed by him

1992 Albertville
30480

1992 Albertville group of official books incl. official media guide (French), official commemorative book
(Eng), “730 Days Before the Games” magazine, 1986 candidature book (Eng), five official programmes
(one Fr, four Eng), plus artist’s lithograph print “Tribute to Myriam Bedard”.

30481

106

50 - 70

100 - 150

1992 Albertville participation medal incl. original box, some minor oxidisation on one side, fine.
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30482

1992 Albertville gilt plaque, 6x9cm, 205g, showing enamelled white snowflake with red Olympians in
various Winter Olympic events, legend at foot, and reverse with “8 au 23 Fevrier 1992” and all the towns
involved in hosting the Games, very fine and scarce

80 - 100

30483

1992 Albertville (plus others) group of posters incl. set of three posters advertising the Canada stamps
issued for the Winter Olympics, Credit Lyonnais large poster of the map for the Games, two 1991
newspaper front pages about the Games, 1992 Barcelona Agfa Film poster of boxer Mark McKoy, 1992
Amsterdam publicity, and two US Postal Service items with Olympic Rings.

30 - 40

1992 Barcelona
30484

1992 Barcelona group of official books, brochures, magazines, etc., incl. 1991 official report by the
Barcelona Organising Committee to the IOC, Opening ceremony (2) and Closing ceremony programmes,
Press Guide for the Closing Ceremony, Greece NOC official pass, Official "Olympic Days" newspapers
from no.-5 to 17, Broadcasters Handbook, sailing rules, "Dictionary of Judo" and Horse riding (Spanish),
guide book in French, "Guide for the Olympic Family" (Eng and Spa versions), Pharmacological guide
(Spa), Athletics results, candidature publicity book, Olympic Healthcare Plan book, USA report book,
official Cultural Guide, official media guide, Olympic Telephone Directory, Official Calendar, Press
Guide, official souvenir programme, "Barcelona Veinte Siglos", official book, two packs of unused ID
cards labelled "COOB" and "RTO", etc.

100 - 150

30485

1992 Paris Candidate City group of memorabilia incl. publicity folder (with brochures and gifts) with vinyl
bag, a few folders with printed envelopes and paper and three scarves (one silk in original box)

30 - 40

30486

30487

30486

1992 Barcelona VIP participation medal, gilt, fine and scarce.

300 - 400

30487

1992 Barcelona VIP participation medal, gilt, fine and scarce

300 - 400
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30488

View the images online.

Cat. n°
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80 - 100

1992 Barcelona group of 16 different official posters, 50x70cm, one of the official logo, one of the
mascot and the rest mostly of the NASA themed variety depicting different sports, very fine

1994 Lillehammer
30489

80 - 120

104
1994 Lillehammer souvenir Olympic torch (same design as the proper torch but reduced in size) with
wooden stand, very fine.

30490

1994 Lillehammer group incl. 28 unused tickets (some duplication), Opening and Closing Ceremony
programmes, official guide book (2), official media guide, “94 Olympic Update”, British Olympic Assoc.
report and a catalogue of Norwegian Olympic pins, and 9 Kodak posters and 3 Hershey posters for the
Games (all duplication).

50 - 70

30491

1994 Lillehammer candidate city poster with Games logo and legend at foot on white background, fine

30 - 40

1996 Atlanta

30492

1996 Centenary Switzerland gold and silver medallions from the Basel Coin Show, the gold coin
stamped 986, weighs 11g.

400 - 600

30493

1996 Atlanta group of official documents, memorabilia and commemorative books, incl. two Athletics
day tickets for Russian NOC members in ticket holders, two Opening Ceremony packs with programme
and flags (one white, one pink), day 16 pass, five Closing Ceremony programmes, ticket holder, 70+
documents with the Athletics official results/records, official guide in Arabic/Spanish Report presented
to the 1991 IOC Session, FIFA Report into the Olympic Football, two pennants, set of 18 Sports
Illustrated “Olympic Daily” magazines, several A3 or larger posters, official calendar book (2) and
Accredited Persons Guide (2), several guides/commemorative magazines, etc.

80 - 100

30494

View the images online.

50 - 70

1994-2002 Atlanta set of silver (2) and gold-plated (2) coins as well as a plaque in a presentation box.
30495

1996 Athens candidate city poster showing laurel branch on a bronze background and entitled “The
Golden Olympics”, 49x68cm, very fine

30 - 40
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30496

1996 Athens candidate city poster, large size with Greek text, showing laurel branch on a bronze
background and entitled “The Golden Olympics”, 68x92cm, very fine, plus smaller size with English
text (some creasing).

40 - 50

30497

1996 Athens bid book in 6 volumes, missing the case and cassettes, scarce

20 - 30

30498

View the images online.

40 - 60

1996 Atlanta complete collection of RUSSIA NOC pins for the various teams (25), Olympic Committee
pins (4), Russian House, participant’s torch pin, plus 1994 Lillehammer Olympic Committee pin and
three 200 Sydney pins, a scarce assembly (40).

1998 Nagano
30499

106

70 - 100

1998 Nagano participation medal, very fine.
30500

1998 Nagano candidate city poster, 75x34cm, showing Games logo and bilingual legend, three vert.
folds, fine

30 - 50

2002 Salt Lake City

30501

2002 Salt Lake City gold stamp of Slovakia in presentation case (0.986, 13.96g)

400 - 600

2004 Athens
30502

2004 Athens group, incl. complete set of 28 Alpha Bank pins (still on their cards) depicting the different
events plus the display frame, as well as three other Alpha Bank pins showing the Games logos and
mascots; a few other pins, publicity material for credit cards, several brochures and pamphlets, an
unused ticket for Aug 27th, and an empty glass bottle of water depicting the mascots.

30 - 50

2006 Turin
30503

106
2006 Turin participation medal in original plastic case and surround, fine.
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2008 Beijing

30504

30508

30504

Polish Olympic Committee gold coin, 90% purity, 15.5g, in original leather pouch.

30505

View the images online.

500 - 700
50 - 70

2001 China 10 yuan Olympics Beijing 2008 coloured gilded silver coin to commemorate the successful
bid, in original presentation box (purity: 99.9%, silver weight: 31.1g), plus 2008 Beijing commemorative
gold plated medals (2) in a presentation case depicting Olympic venues, officially licensed by the
Organising Committee, very fine

2012 London
30506

80 - 100

F / View the images online.
2012 London, full set of six UPS Express Mail items from the 6 Olympic Offices, incl. descriptive leaflet,
very few mailed, ideal for the specialist.

Non-Olympic and Anti-Olympic Championships
30507

150 - 200

106
1907-34, Group of SOKOL and Worker’s Olympiad philatelic items and memorabilia incl. 1907 AllSokol Rally in Prague official report (ex library of Baillet-Latour IOC President), 1920 German Worker’s
Gymnastics & Sports membership card, 1921 “DTJ Olympics” in Prague with cover with Olympiada
roller cancel and stadium cds, 1926 8th Sokol games picture book, 1927 “DTJ Olympics” in Prague
printed postcard and envelope used (with msg on postcard saying “we regret to inform you that the
heavy events on the occasion of our Olympiad won’t take place), an ID card and a cotton handkerchief,
1931 Arbeiter Olympiad in Vienna pin badge and cancel on piece, 1934 3rd Worker’s Olympiad in
Antwerp cancel on postcard, 1932 9th Sokol pc unused, and 1934 3rd “DJT Olympics” group of four
items with cancels or printed postcards plus a gilt pin badge, an interesting an attractive lot.

30508

1908 German Gymnastics Festival in Frankfurt silvered badge and ribbon, depicting gymnast and horse
above legend, date and logo, very fine and scarce.

100 - 150

Note: At the 1908 Olympics German gymnasts were instructed to only participate in the demonstration
events (just as they had resisted to participate in previous Olympics). However 11 disobeyed the order
and took part in the Games and 6 took part in the demonstrations (which were poorly attended)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30509

1937 3rd Workers’ Olympiad (Arbeiders Olympiad) in Antwerp official poster, 62x99cm, with stylised
design of a discus thrower, some creasing and a few small peripheral tears, backed on linen, fresh and
attractive poster.

400 - 600

30510

View the images online.

70 - 100

1916 Dutch National Games in Amsterdam: Silver medal for the 110m Hurdles, silver, toned except for
patch on reverse where it was stuck down, plus bronze commemorative medal with loop.
30511

View the images online.

50 - 70

1922 Svenska Spelen (Swedish Games) award plaque in bronze by Sporrong & Co., 40x56mm, showing
Thor and Games legend on front side and reverse with date and award inscription for 2nd place in the
110m hurdles, with small wooden presentation frame, very fine.
30512

View the images online.

50 - 70

1922 Womens’ Olympiad in Monte Carlo, group of four unused real photo postcards showing running,
hurdles, shot put and long jump, very fine and scarce.
30513

View the images online.

50 - 70

1930 French-German Championship in Hannover, winner’s medal in bronze awarded by the German
Sports Authority for Athletics, 100mm, showing relay runner, very fine.
30514

F / View the images online. 

150 - 200

1932 (Dec 1) Envelope from Switzerland with Pro Juventute set on First Day of Issue express cover, one
stamp showing wrestling and one showing shot put, scarce.
30515

F / View the images online. 
1932 (Sep 26) Picture postcard with 75c meter mark advertising the golf course at the Grand Hotel
Majestic in Pallanza depicting a golfer, fine
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60 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30516

F / View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1933 Austria FIS Alpine World Ski Championships official postcard with 12gr on the reverse tied by the
“INNSBRUCK FIS-WETTKAMPF” 13 Feb 33 special cds of the last day of the event, paying the correct
rate to Vienna, some creasing, fine and scarce non-philatelic usage.
30517

60 - 80

F / View the images online.
1933 Austria FIS Alpine World Ski Championships official postcard with set on the reverse tied by
the “INNSBRUCK FIS-WETTKAMPF” 13 Feb 33 special cds of the last day of the event, not posted,
very fine.

30518

100 - 150

C S / 118
1939 Balkan Games: Greece 1939 Balkan Games set of four in strips of three attached to archive piece
by “SPÉCIMEN / COLLECTION / MAURITANIE” three line hs, unique.

30519

P 

377-381 Proofs

400 - 600

1939 Bolivarian Games, complete set of nine ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in the issued colours,
affixed to cards with margins showing die numbers, a very interesting thematic set of delightful sport
designs, very rare.

30520

1950 British Empire Games in New Zealand third place bronze medal, unawarded (not engraved),
very fine.

30521

View the images online.

100 - 150
50 - 70

1951 First Pan American Games closing ceremony programmes, two different versions with one
showing the poster on the front and other with just text, very fine and scarce.
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30518

30538ex1

30538ex2

30538ex2

30538ex4

30539ex1

30539ex2
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30522

1955 2nd Pan American Games in Mexico, second place winner silver medal, 49mm, showing torch
runner and “MEXICO 1955” on one side and stadium with “SEGUNDO LUGAR” (second place) above
the stadium and Games legend on reverse, trivial imperfections, fine.

300 - 400

30523

1950-70, British Empire and Commonwealth Games group, undated England team pin badge ca.1950s,
incl. 1950 Auckland silk scarf, 1962 Perth (Australia) ID card for English team manager and pass for the
Village to enter the women’s section, and 1970 Glasgow group of 13 used tickets incl. Opening and
Closing Ceremonies and ticket holder, plus 1960 British Empire vs USA programme.

50 - 70

Autographs
30524

100 - 150

View the images online.
Autographs: Group of items signed by Olympians incl. Bob Tisdall (Irish 1932 LA steeplechase gold,
on modern print), Bob Mathias on pc of Time magazine front cover showing him, Carl Lewis on large
photo and postcard of himself, Sebastian Coe on ppc of him, Roger Bannister on modern photo, Chris
Brasher on modern photo, Marie Collinger from 1932, Sammy Lee signed card of himself, Gertrude
Ederle (first woman to swim the Channel), 9 items from 1972 Munich signed incl. page signed by 25
members of the German team and a folder signed by 46 German gold medal winners from 1928-68 (list
included), 17 US Olympicards/Hall of Fame cards signed, etc.

30525

Other: Group of autographs on cards from the Lausanne Palace hotel incl. card with Ayrton Senna and
Alain Prost’s autographs, two with Dalida (French singer from the 1960s/70s), Tino Rossi (French singer
and actor from the 1930s onwards), Lino Ventura (Italian actor from the 1950s onwards) and Sacha
Distel (husband of Brigitte Bardot), mounted in a frame.

100 - 150

Literature
30526

Accumulation of ca.200 English language books and magazines about the Olympics and sports five
large boxes, with many about the history of Olympic Games, guide books, biographies, mostly post
1970s but some earlier incl. British Olympic Reports for 1948 and 1952, US reports for 1948 and 1956,
Burton Holmes Travelogues with report about 1896, official report of the 7th Asian Games in Teheran,
two 1930s books about swimming signed by the authors, etc., ideal for a fair dealer.

10 - 100

30527

Accumulation of ca.180 German language books in 3 large boxes about the Olympics and athletics,
incl. biographies, translations of Coubertin’s books, books by Carl Diem, ca.100 post-1950s, rest
mostly 1920s-30s, an interesting lot, ideal for a fair dealer but with books worthy of an Olympic library.

100 - 200

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30528

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

Music: Five song books incl. 1904 “Olympia March” by Theo Metz, 1931 “The Olympic Song” with
lyrics and music by A. E. Brix and signed by him (along with handwritten note from the President of the
Indian Hockey Federation at foot), 1932 “Entry of the Olympic Champions” by H. Blume showing the
LA stadium on front, “Hymnen der Völfer” album of national anthems for the 1936 Berlin Games, and
similar 1944 “National Anthems” in English.
30529

“Spalding’s Athletic Library”, group of six presentation copies given to Baillet-Latour (ex President of
the IOC) with HB covers each with Baillet-Latour’s name inscribed on front, incl. “Official Handbook of
the Amateur Athletic Union of the United States”, 1905; Official Handbook of the Public Schools Athletic
League, 1906; and four Official Athletic Almanacs from 1908, 1909, 1911 and 1914, fine.

30530

View the images online.

100 - 150

60 - 80

1908-33, Group of German athletics championship programmes/guide books, incl. 1908 II. Deutsches
Turnfest in Frankfurt and 15th Turnfest in Stuttgart; Deutsches Akademische 1924 in Marburg (3 different)
and 8th Akademisches Olympia in Königsberg; 1926 II. Deutsches Kampfspiele in Köln (2 different); and
1922 I. Deutsches Arbeiter Olympia in Leipzig and II. Arbeiter Olympia in Frankfurt.
30531

“Spalding’s Athletic Library: Official Athletic Rules and Official Handbook of the Amateur Athletic Union
of the United States”, 1911, and Spalding’s “Official Basket Ball Rules”, both presentation copies given
to Baillet-Latour (ex President of the IOC) with red HB cover with Baillet-Latour’s name inscribed on
front, fine, ex Baillet-Latour (Christie’s June 1995, lot 9).

100 - 150

30532

1917-62, Group of Swiss athletics literature, incl. 1942 Swiss Sports Congress “Le Passé Sportif de la
Suisse”, 1917 “Contribution à l’Étude de la Croissance Corporelle Physiologique entre 19 et 32 ans” by
Dr Messerli, 1938 “Sportärztlichen Zentralkurs 1937 in Bern”, 1945 Société Fédérale de Gymnastique
Section Lausanne-Bourgeoise 1845-1945”, “50 ans Comité Olympique Suisse 1912-62”, “A travers les
anneaux olympiques” and “Rétrospectives olympiques” by Otto Mayer and group of 1944 Jubilee incl.
two programmes, two books and a magazine.

100 - 150

30533

1924-36, “Olympialaiskisat” Finnish Olympic Reports, volumes 1-5 for the 1924 Paris, 1928 Amsterdam,
1932 Los Angeles and 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, all with original bindings, some cover imperfections,
a rare group of books.

150 - 200

30534

Olympic Games candidate city group incl. bid books for 1996 Athens (complete with box which is
slightly soiled), 1994 Lausanne, 2004 Istanbul and 1992 Lillehammer, plus supplement brochures for
1996 Toronto, 2000 Berlin and 2004 Cape Town (plus A3 calendar), 1976 Sion bulletin brochure, Report
of the IOC Evaluation Commission 2004, ASOIF Report for 1996 and ACNO report for 1992, 2000
Sydney bid poster and plastic bag, 1992 Brisbane book in French, plus some other ephemera.

100 - 150

30535

Collection of 50+ Winter Olympics and Sports books, magazines and brochures in a large box, with ice
hockey, skating (incl. 32 “Skating” magazines by US Figure Skating Assoc. magazines from 1931-55),
biographies, some movie brochures, a dozen from the 1930s with 1936 Garmisch interest incl. “Living
Pictures of my Figure Skating” by gold medal winner Kaarl Schäfer (scarce, complete but pen markings
inside), reports from the 1949 and 1950 winter Sport Weeks in Garmisch, etc., plus a group of modern/
replica posters, a useful lot of literature for the winter sports enthusiast.

100 - 150

30536

Group of Olympic philatelic literature, incl. “The Golden Age” HB pp.451 by Vesvolod Furman primarily
about the 1896 Athens issues, Sieger Zeppelin catalogue, “Olimpiadi e Filatelia” by Tecardi, five about
1936 issues & cancels, three about general Olympic issues, some Olymphilex brochures, auction
catalogues incl. SOC, correspondence from dealer Hans Bloom, etc., a useful resource for the Olympic
philatelist.

50 - 70

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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Collections and Miscellaneous Lots
30537

500 - 700

CC C H F P 
1896-1994, Olympics and Sports in 15 albums/stockbooks, 1 folder and loose pages incl. 1896 with
maritime cancels, 1906 Athens incl. four covers and 5D mint, early Winter Sports picture postcards
and a cover from Feldberg in 1920 with vignette, French Colonies proofs (signed artist’s proofs and
epreuves deluxe) incl. Morocco from 1960 Rome (5), Mauritania, Somali Coast, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta
and Cameroon from 1964 Tokyo (21), Monaco 1956 Melbourne, as well as imperf. colour trials, modern
with stamps, covers and cancels, a useful mixture for the dealer.

30538

300 - 400

F / 118
1896-1972, Group of 170+ POSTCARDS mostly from the Olympics and Expositions with some other
sporting events, incl. 19 of the 1896/1906 stadium incl. A4-size image, a stereoscopic viewcard and
a real photographic card 40th anniversary celebrations in the stadium (as well as 9 of Athens/Olympia
plus 1893 Post Office New Years card), 40 of the 1900 Exposition (some foxed) plus two advertising
booklets, 20 of the 1908 Exhibition incl. 2 panoramic pc’s, a few of the stadium and one of Dorando
(plus printed wrapper), 30 of Amsterdam stadium, 6 of 1960, a dozen of athletes from various Games
from 1920 onwards, 14 from Winter Olympics/championships, etc., a useful mixture.

30539

500 - 700

CC C F J DFE / 118
1900-90s, Collection of Olympic and sports thematic covers (some stamps), strong in Germany interest
incl. 1936 Berlin with ca.70 covers, cards, etc., with Olympic registered, Kiel, torch relay cancels,
Bell cancels, postal stationery, two Olympiafahrt Zeppelins, as well as other sports tournaments and
festivals from the 1920s-50s, through to modern with FDCs and usages from 1970s-90s, very useful for
the thematic dealer (many hundreds).

30540

300 - 400

CC C DCE 
1913-1960, VIGNETTES collection of mostly Olympic labels, fund-raising stamps and matchbox labels
incl. earlier championships as well such as 1913 “Berlin Sport-Club”, 1912 “Fêtes Olympique”, 1920
Antwerp Swiss vignette, Worker’s Olympiads, 1914 Alexandria, 1932 Lake Placid sheet, five scarce 1936
Serbian/Croatian footballer vignettes, 1936 Swiss rowing federation blocks of four, US Yacht Olympic
eliminations in Sayville, Berlin Bell vignettes in 7 different languages, 1940 Helsinki official vignettes in
French and Finnish in blocks of four, 1948 Iceland Waterlow specimen, 1956 Cortina complete sheet,
1956 set of 12 “London Schools Athletic Association Fund”, etc., some with thins, mostly fine to very
fine, a great lot for the specialist (190+), plus part sheet (stuck together) of Helms (“Official Olympic
Bakers”) poster stamps of Flags of America etc. and the poster.

30541

500 - 700

View the images online.
1920-60s, Accumulation of 380+ PRESS PHOTOS from various sports championships (mostly athletics,
some swimming, roller skating, etc.), with a large portion from US championships from the 1930s-60s,
four of Roger Bannister after his 4 minute mile, UK athletics championships from the 1960s at White
City, US West Point military championships, etc., no doubt full of Olympic participants, a great lot for
the specialist.
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30556

30561

30563ex1

30563ex3

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30542

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

70 - 100

1924-36 Group of 32 photos from Jack Weber, US Olympic track & field coach from 1924 to 1936,
depicting him and athletes at various athletics meetings, range of sizes, an interesting lot.
30543

300 - 400

122
1928-80, 125+ PRESS PHOTOS from Winter Olympics and other championships, incl. 1928 St. Moritz
(2), 1932 Lake Placid (5), 1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen (22, incl. Sonia Henie, photo signed Ersnt Baier,
a brochure and a thank you card from the gold medal Swiss 4-man bobsleigh team and two USAF
reconnaissance photos of the arenas from the 1950s), 1948 St. Moritz (21), 1952 Oslo (1), 1956 Cortina
(15), 1960 Squaw valley (3), 1964 Innsbruck (5), 1972 Sapporo (2) and 1980 Lake Placid (1), and 50+
from other Winter sports from the 1920s-50s incl. a fantastic range of bobsleigh photos from the 1930s.

30544

150 - 200

View the images online.
1928-77, Collection of 33 Olympic Committee letters, incl. 1928 American Olympic Committee in
Amsterdam thank you letter, two 1929 British Olympic Association letter and two receipts, 1956 Cortina,
1964 & 1968 unused USA Olympic Association, 1968 Mexico OC, 1972 OC of Munich, 1980 Moscow
OC, the rest from the 1960s-70s incl. Germany, Poland incl. printed envelope, Liechtenstein, Belgium,
Greece, Denmark, Mexico, Netherlands, GB, Austria and IOC, etc.

30545

100 - 150

View the images online.
1932-64, Collection of 23 American athletics programmes incl. Olympic tryouts, incl. 1932 New Jersey
Olympic Tryouts, Southern California Tryouts, 1932 Final American Tryouts, 1956 Men’s Track & Field
tryouts and 1964 US Olympic Trials, with 17 non-Olympic which incl. AAU National Championships as
well as WWII benefit fundraisers (mostly from the 1930s and 40s) incl. “American Skiers Help Finland”
stick pin, plus 5 US Olympic track & field trials tickets from 1960-84 and 1936 Newport Olympic Trials
ribbon.

30546

150 - 200

View the images online.
1952-80, 130+ PRESS PHOTOS from the Summer Olympics incl. 1940 Helsinki meeting of officials,
1944 Jubilee raising of Olympic flag, 1946 Lausanne IOC Session (1), 1952 Helsinki (20), 1956
Melbourne (9), 1960 Rome (13), 1964 Tokyo (33), 1968 Mexico (4) plus 32 from Mexico & Grenoble with
facsimile autographs, 1972 Munich (5), 1976 Montreal (19) and 1980 Moscow (2), mostly of athletes
competing at the Games.

30547

40 - 60

F / View the images online.
1972-88, TICKETS group incl. 1972 Munich with 2 used & 1 unused, 1976 Montreal with 6 used, 1984
LA with 5 unused and 4 used and 1 unused 1988 Calgary.

30548

Posters: 1972-2008, group of posters incl. two 2003 Turin bid posters for 2006, two 1999 IOC Session
in Seoul, Chinese “Olympic Games Historical Posters Collection” in a tube, 2008 Beijing stadium poster,
1992 Albertville Post Office poster, 1994 Lillehammer stamp show posters (6 of the same), damaged
1972 Munich, and a couple of others.

30 - 50

30549

F / View the images online.

60 - 80

1988-2002, Group incl. autographs from 1988 Seoul with five autographs incl. Jacqui Joyner Kersee,
Fiona May, Steve Lewis, Debbie Flintoff King and Hennadiy Avdyeyenko on Seoul covers/cards, plus
three FDCs and a pack of 32 postcards, plus a group of items relating to the US 2002 Duke Haganamoku
issue incl. designer signed FDCs.
30550

Accumulation incl. 32 Olympic key fobs/keyrings plus 6 FIVB Volleyball ones (plus some pin badges),
Olympic Museum porcelain pots in original boxes (4 in 2 different designs), pair of Olympic museum
gilt cufflinks, 1988 Seoul VHS, letter opener and keyring, a bunch of Olympic Rings pin badges and
cufflinks, some bid city pins, vintage gilt silver Olympic ring tie pin, framed collection of pins showing
the Olympic torches from all the Games to 1992, a dozen plastic bags with Olympic rings on, etc.

80 - 100

30551

1988-2000, Accumulation 60+ textile items in 2 large boxes incl. hats and scarfs (a duplication from
Calgary), caps, headbands, polo shirts, jumpers, flags, pennants, two German team patches and a
1996 Atlanta album of patches, etc., from mostly 1988 Calgary and 1996 Atlanta, as well as Seoul,
some bid cities, some items probably fashionable these days!

50 - 70
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30552

1989-2012, Miscellaneous memorabilia incl. 1994 Olympic Centenary gold-plated medal and hanging
medallion in a presentation case (blistering affecting the plating on medal), 2008 Beijing participation
medal in a presentation case, 2008 Beijing Ukraine OC set of pins and a medal in a presentation case
and same for 2012 Innsbruck Winter Youth Olympics, 1992 Savoy “Médaille d’Honneur du département
de la Savoie” on the occasion of the 1992 Albertville Games by Peguy Bres in presentation case, 2002
Salt Lake City and 2004 Athens commemorative replica bronze medals in cases by the Hellenic OC,
2004 Athens boxed set of pins, 2013 IAAF World Championships participation medal in case, etc.,
various pins and medals from other events with several from rowing championships, 2010 Basketball
WC, etc., an interesting and varied lot for the sports memorabilia.

300 - 500

Football
30553

F / View the images online.

70 - 100

1912-16, Group of four Russian cards, two of which appear to be from football players confirming their
registration for the season with partially printed messages sent locally in Petrograd (one registered,
one with club “HKC” cachet), one to the same addressee all in manuscript, plus 1912 card with “St.
Petersburg Football League” printed header with writing but not sent.
30554

F / View the images online. 

70 - 80

1922 Postcard of Nurnberg FC, written by Otto Nerz, manager of the German national team from 1923
to 1936, sent from Nurenberg to Frankfurt, fine
30555

View the images online.

150 - 200

1928-38 Group of 14 press photos of the Italian national football team, plus a reduced picture postcard
and a magazine clipping, mixed condition
30556

F / 122

250 - 300

1934 World Cup: 1934 (May 24) Envelope sent registered from Rome to the USA paying the correct
rate with Italy 1934 World Cup 20c, 25c, 50c vert. pair and 1L25c plus Imperial 5c, tied by “ROMA
CENTRO (ACCETne RACCe ASSI” cds on the first day of issue, reverse with New York, New Jersey
and Irvington arrival cds, very fine.

30557

F 
1934 World Cup: 1934 (May 25) Envelope sent registered from Rome to Ancona with 1934 World Cup
normal set of 5 tied by Rome “32” cds, arrival bs along with tuberculosis vignette (tied), very fine and
scarce, cert. Sorani (1993).
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1’200 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30558

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’300 - 1’500

1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jun 4) Envelope sent by registered airmail from Tripoli to Rome with Italian
Colonies 1934 World Cup 50c, 75c, 5L, 10L, 15L and 25L tied by Posta Aerea Tripoli cds (one day
before the official date of issue), Rome arrival bs, very fine and scarce usage, cert. Caffaz and
Raybaudi (1999).
30559

120 - 150

F / 122
1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jun 5) Envelope sent from Rome to Lebanon paying the correct rate with
Italy 1934 World Cup 75c plus 1L and 1L25 from other issues, tied by “ROMA CENTRO / POSTA
AEREA” cds, reverse with Brindisi transit and Beyrouth arrival as well as “Centenary of the Redemption”
vignette, some minor soiling, fine and rare destination, signed E. Diena.

30560

75 - 100

F / View the images online.
1934 World Cup: Two covers incl. 1934 (Jun 9) official printed matter from Rome to Monterchi with 1934
World Cup 25c paying the correct rate, tied by “Roma / Campidoglio” cds (on the day before the final),
arrival bs, small amount of toning to stamp, very fine; and 1934 (May 15) envelope with two 1934 World
Cup 20c and two 5c Imperial, sent underpaid to Mervi with 25c postage due on arrival, fine.

30561

500 - 600

F / 122
1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jun 10) Picture card with 1934 World Cup 25c and 50c tied by Rome slogan
cancel sent on the day of the final to Switzerland, paying the correct rate, very fine and rare usage of
World Cup stamps on the day of the final.

30562

150 - 200

F / 122
1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jun 11) Official World Cup illustrated card with 1934 World Cup 20c and Imperial
5c and 50c tied by Rome slogan cancel, sent the day after the final to Czechoslovakia (Italy beat
Czechoslovakia 2-1) paying the correct rate, very fine and scarce usage of the card.

30563

2’200 - 2’600

F / 122
1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jun 19 & Jul 6) Three “Setaccioli” envelopes sent by registered airmail from
Tripoli to Rome with Italian Colonies 1934 World Cup set across the three covers, Rome arrival bs on
each, very fine and attractive philatelic usages.
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30564

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’800 - 2’400

1934 World Cup: 1934 (Jul 30) Two envelopes sent from Rhodes to Turin with Aegean Islands 1934
World Cup set across the two envelopes, cancelled by “Rodi / Egeo” or “POSTA AREA RODI” cds, one
with Turin arrival bs, very fine and attractive philatelic usages, the former cert. Caffaz (2012) and the
latter cert. E. Diena (1988).
30565

50 - 70

View the images online.
1954 World Cup semi-final ticket, which took place between West Germany and Austria, very fine.

30566

CC J 

522B (4)

1960 Coupe de France: Unissued 5F with “COLOMBES / 15-5-60” overprint in mint n.h. lower left
corner marginal block of four, very fine, only 3 sheets known.
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5’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

30567

View the images online.

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

60 - 80

1966 World Cup official souvenir programme, very fine
30568

40 - 50

View the images online.
1974-82 World Cups: Three World Cup 7” singles by the German Football team for the 1974, 1978 and
1982 World Cups, with original covers, unusual!

30569

70 - 80

View the images online.
1986 FIFA CONGRESS in Mexico official badge with ribbon, very fine

30570

2004 FIFA Centenary set of 4 gold and 4 silver coins in a wooden presentation case, the four gold
coins incl. Brazil purity 90% weight 8g, France purity 92% weight 8.45g, Switzerland purity 90% weight
11.29g and Uruguay purity 99.9% weight 6.75g,

1’200 - 1’500
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Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / Schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations
au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts
sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les
descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau
de l’illustration ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation.
Des scans supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple
demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
Rue des Barques 4
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that
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 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
c
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.

Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must pay a minimum of
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date.
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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1912 Stockholm Set of 16 Official Posters
Available by Private Treaty

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
davidfeldman.com
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Note: images are for illustration purposes and are not of the actual posters.

Contact us today
to find out more details
info@davidfeldman.com

Your contacts

Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte

Fernando Martínez
CEO
Member of the Board

Daniel Flesher
CFO / COO
Member of the Board

Marcus Orsi
Senior Philatelist

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Guy Croton
Senior Philatelist

Devlan Kruck
Senior Philatelist

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

Our Team
International Representatives Luca Lucarelli,
Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer
Outside Philatelists and Agents Philippe Abert, Tony Banwell,
Darío Díez, Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández
Rocha, Yves Louis, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo,
Pedro Meri, Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis

Administration Andreia Pereira
Accounts and Finance Dimitri Toulemonde
Client Relations Eva Mondehard
Design Steve Boudenne, Andrea Villa, Georgia Williams
Information Technology Octoplus Solutions Sàrl
Marketing and Organisation Estelle Leclère
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Location

Lieu / Standort
Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.
From Cornavin Train Station: 18 minutes by tram 14
(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes)
From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)
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(tram 14)
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(tram 14)
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David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Download the SBB Mobile app
on your mobile device to help you
with tickets and transport options.
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Geneva Area Hotels

Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 6
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Hôtel des Horlogers
Route de Saint-Julien 135
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
sites.google.com/view/des-horlogers-hotel

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 8
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva

Tiffany Hôtel
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
hotel-tiffany.ch

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

Auberge de Confignon
Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
auberge-confignon.ch

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva
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Absentee / Telephone Bid Form

Olympic Games and Football - Geneva - June 15th, 2022
Shipping instructions:

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

F
 edEx (no P.O. Box)

First name ............................................................................................................... Last name ...............................................................................................................

R
 egistered Mail

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

(P.O. Box and home

Shipping address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address)

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

H
 old for collection

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O
 ther (please specify):

Home address, if P.O. Box above ........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................ Email .................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:
€ 100 - 200:
€ 200 - 500:
€ 500 - 1’000:
€ 1’000 - 2’000:
€ 2’000 - 5’000:
€ 5’000 - 10’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 20’000 - 50’000:
€ 50’000 - 100’000:

€5
€ 10
€ 20
€ 50
€ 100
€ 200
€ 500
€ 1’000
€ 1’000
€ 2’000
€ 5’000

In case of a tied bid, please
increase my bid(s):
1 bid step
10%
25%
Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.
I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website.
Location, date: .................................................................................................................................................

Signature: .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva
Switzerland

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.
Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

From:

Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

